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Pennsylvania Rural Water Association is always interested in receiving articles for the Keystone
Tap Magazine. We seek technical articles about the water and wastewater industry, articles
on legislation, new products and processes, and short articles on individuals that have made a
difference in their water and wastewater systems. We would like to invite you to prepare a short
article about your water/wastewater system or other topics which would be of interest to our
readers. We always welcome articles from our Associate Members. Share your news with us.
Please send your articles with photographs to:
PA Rural Water Association, Keystone Tap Submissions
138 West Bishop Street, Bellefonte, PA 16823
Telephone: 814-353-9302, Fax: 814-353-9341, Email: prwa@prwa.com
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by John Hood
Executive Director, PRWA
jhood@prwa.com

From the Executive Director’s Desk
All of the experts on change make one

very important point: before you set out to implement
change make very sure you know what you do
not want to change! The Board and staff of PRWA
know that our association must constantly change to
keep up with new developments in our industry and
continue to grow and succeed. Any organization that
rests on its laurels soon finds itself losing ground.
Our industry, and its regulations, are constantly
changing and any system manager can tell you how
difficult it is to stay current.
Some of the changes we are working on and
have made at varying stages of development are: an
association phone alert system that we can offer our
members at a very reasonable cost; system facility,
liability, Director’s and Officers’ insurance, and GIS

services for our members. We are also investigating
a hydrant maintenance service and several other new
benefits.
Our phone alert system has taken over six
months of research and investigation. We have looked
at many systems and potential partners for this effort.
We have developed a system that combines the best
mix of features, dependability, and price. This new
service is ready to roll out and you will have heard of
it by the time this issue of the Keystone Tap arrives
at your system. Other new benefits and services are
at varying stages of development.
But what about those things we do not want
to change? These are things that have made PRWA
what it is today. Let’s begin with technical assistance
and training. The fact that our knowledgeable and
friendly circuit riders show up at your system to help
with any problems has been a building block of the
association and will never change. Our training has
been an indispensable service to our members. We
plan to continue to add to the number and quality of
our training classes.
Another thing that we do not want to change
is our annual conference. Well, each year we add
something new and work to keep the conference
fresh. But basically, we do not want change this
meeting of operators, managers, board members,
and folks from the regulatory community. Over
the years some have suggested that we move the
location of our annual conference to Hershey,
Altoona or somewhere else in the Commonwealth.
Each year we turn away a number of vendors who
would like to have booths at the conference. We just
cannot add one more booth to the Penn Stater. But
this is something we do not plan to change. We knew
we had the best location and this was confirmed a
few years ago when we polled our members. The
response was almost unanimous in favor of keeping
the annual conference at the Penn Stater.
Operator, Manager, and Board Member Articles
We are pleased to include in this issue a very
informative article on the operation of greensand
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filters. This article was submitted by John Fite of
the Red Rock Job Corps. If you operate a greensand
filter you will find this article very interesting and
we hope this is the first of many articles contributed
by the members of the association. If you would like
to discuss the article with John he can be reached
at Fite.John@jobcorps.com and I’m sure he would
be glad to hear from you. If there is anything you
have learned over the years or any present challenge
that you would like to share please do not hesitate
to submit an article. Our field staff would be glad
to discuss this with you and Andrea (our Keystone
Tap editor) would be a great help to you in writing
the article. If you think you can’t write an article,
remember this bit of advice from singer Reba
McEntire:
“To succeed in life you need three things:
a wishbone, a backbone and a funny bone.”
Thanks,

WWW.PRWA.COM

SNAP SH T
George Crum is the president
of the Pennsylvania Rural
Water Association and the
manager of the Southwest
Delaware County Municipal
Authority. George holds
a degree in Business
Administration from Gannon
University. He and Lorraine
have been married for 38
years and have three sons. George’s leisure time
activities include golf and reading. He tells us that he
enjoys his involvement with PRWA because it keeps
him up to date on current issues and provides him
an opportunity to give back to the industry. George
has been appointed by Governor Rendell to the
Pennsylvania Sustainable Infrastructure Task Force.



The Chalkboard

Management Tips

Fix the problem, not the blame. It is far more productive, and less
expensive, to figure out what to do to fix a problem that has come up than it is to
waste time trying to decide whose fault it was.
Tell people what you want, not how to do it. You will find people more
responsive and less defensive if you can give them guidance not instructions.
You will also see more initiative, more innovation, and more ownership of
projects over time.
Manage the function, not the paperwork. Your job is to manage a
specific function within the company, whatever that may be. There is a lot of
paperwork that goes with the job, but don't let that distract you from your real
responsibility.
Don't DO Anything. Your job as a manager is to "plan, organize, control and direct."
Don't let yourself waste valuable time by falling back on what you did before you became
a manager. We know you are good at it. That's why you were promoted. Concentrate on
managing, not on "doing".
Get out of your office. Management By Walking Around (MBWA) does work. You
become more approachable and find out what's really happening.
Lead by example. If you ask your employees to work overtime, be there too. Just
because company policy allows it, don't fly first-class if your associates are in coach on the
same plane. Be a leader - it's tougher than being a manager, but it's worth it.
Don't get caught up in 'looking good'. "Work happily together. Don't try to act big.
Don't try to get into the good graces of important people, but enjoy the company of ordinary
folks. And don't think you know it all. Never pay back evil for evil. Do things in such a way
that everyone can see you are honest clear through."
Learn from the mistakes of others. You can't live long enough to make them all
yourself.
Know Your GPM. In engineering, gpm is gallons per minute, a design criterion.
In Management GPM is an acronym for Goals, Plans, and Metrics. First, determine what
your Goals are. Then, develop a Plan that gets you to your goal. Finally you need Metrics
(measurements) to know if you are moving toward your goal according to your plan.
Train Your Supervisors. The key to employee productivity is their perception of their
immediate supervisor. Invest in training your supervisors and managers. It will pay off.
You Can't Listen With Your Mouth Open. Your associates, your employees, your
suppliers, your customers all have something of value in what they have to say. You will
never learn what it is if you drown them out by talking all the time. Shut up and learn.
Leaders create change. If you lead, you will cause changes. If you are not making
changes, you are not leading.
Anyone can steer the ship in calm waters. Don't become complacent and relax
just because things are going well. Plan ahead for the downturn.
You have to make a difference. The group you manage has to be more effective,
more productive with you there than they would be if you were not. If they are as productive
without you, there is no business sense in keeping you on the payroll.
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Trenchless Technologies for W-WW

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

Using Activated Sludge Process Control Tools

Chlorine Applications & Safety Workshop

Workplace Security

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

Source Water Protection: Managing Risks

Corrosion Control Treatment for Operators - Day 1 3101

Corrosion Control Treatment for Operators - Day 2 3102

Chlorine Applications & Safety Workshop

Membrane Filtration for Public Water & WW

06/10/08

06/11/08

06/12/08

06/12/08

06/17/08

06/17/08

06/18/08

06/19/08

06/24/08

06/25/08

06/26/08

07/08/08

07/09/08

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

Line Location and Leak Detection

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

08/12/08

08/13/08

08/14/08

08/19/08

08/20/08

08/21/08

316/317 7

W-WW

Chlorine Applications & Safety Workshop

08/12/08

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

07/29-30/08 Operator Pre-certification Training
6

W-WW

07/22-23/08 Operator Pre-certification Training
1333

W-WW

07/17-18/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

316/317 7

W

Line Location and Leak Detection

07/17/08

W-WW

W-WW

W

W

W

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

6

6

5.5

6

6

7

6

6

6

7

DuBois

Linesville

Washington

Luzerne Co

Reading

Scranton

Allentown

Linesville

Washington

Reading

Berks Co

Scranton

Lancaster

Linesville

Allentown

Allentown

$15

$45

$15

$45

$45

$75

$45

$75

$75

$75

$75

$45

$75

$45

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy $15

Shutt/Cowles

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy $15

Paul/Irey

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

Shutt/Cowles

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

Paul/Balliet

Paul/Irey

Paul/Haney

Paul/Haney

$45

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy

Paul/Irey

Buskirk

$25

$25

$25

$65

$25

$25

$100

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

$65

FREE!

$100

$100

$100

$100

$45

$25

$25

$65

$100

$65

$25

$25

$65

$25

$65

Member NonMember

McCoy/Muzzy $15

PaDEP

Muzzy

PaDEP

McCoy

Trainer

East Greenville Genchur

Reading

Scranton

Luzerne Co

Milesburg

Greensburg

Washington

DuBois

DuBois

Linesville

Centre Co

Hours W-WW Location

07/15-16/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

2823

1333

873

885

1333

1658

3034

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

06/10/08

885

DEP#

Workplace Security

Training

06/03/08

Date

TRAINING

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

Membrane Filtration for Public Water & WW

10/21/08

10/22/08

11/04/08

Simplified Methods for Nutrient Testing

Membrane Filtration for Public Water & WW

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

12/04/08

12/10/08

2823

2822

6

6.5

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

11/12/08

6.5

Simplified Water Analysis

11/11/08

1518

W

Line Location and Leak Detection

11/06/08

316/317 7

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W-WW

W

11/04-05/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

6

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

10/16/08

2823

Line Location and Leak Detection

10/16/08

316/317 7

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

10/15/08

W-WW

W-WW

PaDEP Operator Certification Exam

10/14/08

WW
W-WW

7

09/29-30/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

1512

W-WW

Simplified Wastewater Analysis

6.5

09/25/08

2822

Simplified Methods for Nutrient Testing

09/24/08

6.5

W-WW

1518

Simplified Water Analysis

09/23/08

W-WW
W-WW

6

09/23-24/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

2823

Membrane Filtration for Public Water & WW

09/23/08

W

Corrosion Control Treatment for Operators - Day 2 3102

09/18/08

5.5

W

Corrosion Control Treatment for Operators - Day 1 3101

09/17/08

6

W-WW

09/16-17/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

W-WW

13

09/16-17/08 Backflow Prevention Assembly Repair/Maint

645

W-WW

WW

09/11-12/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

6

1664

09/11/08

Operating SBRs for Biological Nutrient Removal

W-WW

21

874

W-WW

09/10-12/08 Backflow Prevention Assembly Tester, ASSE

32

W-WW
W-WW

431

09/08-12/08 Backflow Prevention Assembly Tester, ASSE

30

09/09-10/08 Operator Pre-certification Training

1608

09/08-11/08 Backflow Prevention Assembly Specialist

$75

$490

$75

$75

$75

$135

$135

$135

Shutt/Cowles

$45

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

Paul/Geary

Paul/Geary

Paul/Geary

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

Paul/Balliet

Paul/Haney

Paul/Haney

State College

Meadville

Williamsport

Williamsport

Centre Co

State College

Scanton

Scranton

Reading

$75

$75

$135

$135

$45

McCoy/Muzzy $15

Paul/Balliet

Paul/Geary

Paul/Geary

Shutt/Cowles

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

Paul/Balliet

McCoy/Muzzy $15

McCoy/Muzzy $15

Washington Co McCoy/Muzzy $15

Somerset Co

Linesville

DuBois

DuBois

Duncansville

Duncansville

Duncansville

Linesville

DuBois

Allentown

Allentown

Washington Co McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

$300

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

Paul/Pietroski

University Park Yanora

Scranton

Meadville

$710

$500

McCoy/Muzzy FREE!

University Park Yanora

Reading

University Park Yanora

University Park Yanora

$25

$100

$185

$185

$65

FREE!

$100

$25

$25

$25

$65

$25

$25

FREE!

$185

$185

$185

FREE!

$100

$100

$100

FREE!

$300

FREE!

$100

$490

FREE!

$710

$550

Register at WWW.PRWA.COM

Rob Johnson Shares a Guy Shaffer Story
		
This year when the group representing PRWA went to
Washington, D.C. to speak up for the water and wastewater systems
of Pennsylvania, Guy Shaffer was in the hospital. Guy is the District
Four Director on the PRWA board. Guy has traveled to Washington
many times to walk the hill and tell the story of small and medium
systems in Pennsylvania. We told Rob Johnson, the Executive
Director of the National Rural Water Association, that Guy could
not come to the Rural Water Rally this year with PRWA. When
Rob stood up to address the 500 people in attendance that day, he
began by saying some very nice things about Guy. He shared that
Guy had served in both theaters in World War II. Rob also said
Guy had begun his system in 1950 with the first USDA RUS loan
in Pennsylvania. Then, he shared a story that Guy had told him a
year or two ago. Rob had asked Guy what keeps him going. Guy
replied that every morning when he is driving to work he comes to a
stop sign. Directly across the street from the stop sign is the Walker
Township Cemetery and if he turns right, he is about a mile from
work. Guy told Rob that each morning on his way to work, he tells
himself, “I think I’ll turn right today.”

Are Folks Getting Grumpier????
An operator shared this story with us the other day. He has been operating a system
for over thirty years and has noticed a change over the last two or three years. He believes
that customers have become much more irritable and demanding.
Previously, he said, “You would get your share of mean, unhappy
people but the great majority of the folks in his town were somewhat
friendly and some were very friendly.” Lately though, he has noticed
that people are much more on edge. They treat himself and others
with disrespect and seem to be missing the joy in life altogether.
He wondered out loud if this was because many jobs are going
overseas, people are losing their homes at a greater rate and gas
prices have gone through the roof. He finished by saying, “I’m not
a psychologist but something is happening to people.” We found
ourselves wondering if anyone else has noticed this. If you would
like to comment, please send your comments to the Reflecting Pool
at aseeley@prwa.com.
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Serving
Communities
:for Over so
Years

'EntJineering Services
Water Supply & Treatment • Sewage Treatment & Collection
Planning • Land Development • Landscape Architecture
Surveying & Mapping • Architecture • Inspection Services
Environmental Services • Bridges and Roadways

450 Aberdeen Drive • Somerset, PA 15501 ~ 800.788.0982
Other Office Locations in Altoona • Clarion • Johnstown •Pittsburgh, PA • Cumberland, MD
www.eadsgroup.com

Certification Exam
Prep Classes:
This 2 day class is free when you sign up for an exam.
Deadlines & Registration: www.prwa.com or by calling 1-800-653-PRWA.
July 7-8: DuBois, PA
July 15-16: Scranton, PA
July 17-18: Reading, PA
July 22-23: Washington. PA
July 29-30: Linesville, PA
September 9-10: Reading, PA
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~

September I 1-12: Scranton, PA
September 16-17: Washington. PA
September 23-24: Linesville, PA
September 29-30: DuBois, PA
November 4-5: State College, PA

!.ocation Key: State College-Penn Stat.:r Hotel Linesville-Lin~s\ ille Comm11nit} Center DuBois-B.:st Western
Wash ington-Holiday Inn Scranton-The <.!arion Inn Reading-The Inn at Readmg

WWW.PRWA.COM
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by Penny McCoy
Assistant Executive Director
Education Coordinator
pmccoy@prwa.com

The Pharmaceutical Frenzy of 2008
How many times have you heard “make
lemonade out of your lemons”? Well as utility
personnel you have been given a unique opportunity
to turn a gigantic bushel of lemons into gallons
of lemonade. Our lemons were delivered by the
Associated Press with this headline:
“A vast array of pharmaceuticals…including
antibiotics, anti-convulsions, mood stabilizers and
sex hormones…have been found in the drinking
water supplies of at least 41 million Americans.”
As operators, we have long known that trace
amounts of pharmaceuticals are entering our systems
either through our wastewater plant and/or our source

10

in the water plants. Ask any wastewater operator and
they can tell you about open caplets entering the
plant. For generations we have always been told to
dispose of any unused meds by flushing them down
the toilet. It is a regular practice at many hospitals,
doctors’ offices, and nursing homes. Additionally,
when we do ingest medicine, our body only uses
what it needs and then disposes of the unused
amount. Where in the world did the American public
think these pharmaceuticals were going?!
As with any issue the media picks up on, an
outcry by the American Public is to be expected.
Fortunately for us the American Public are our
customers! This is our opportunity to take advantage
of a subject we know about so we can not only
educate our customers but also present a really good
case for rate increases!
One of the results of this public outcry may
be the additional monitoring for pharmaceuticals
in our systems. This additional monitoring will
probably be expensive. With any new expense to a
system additional revenues are needed. Education
on why a rate increase is needed and ways to cut
those costs before a rate increase (such as disposal
methods of your customer’s unused medications) are
a good first step. The information available to you to
use as educational tools is vast and easy to include in
a newsletter, your CCR, or any customer information
packets you provide. Use these tools to your
advantage so that the next time the Associated Press
decides to investigate our industry you not only have
knowledgeable answers but a workable plan in place
to tell your customers. Below is some information
that may help explain the pharmaceutical situation
to your customers in your next CCR or newsletter:
Little is known about the occurrence,
transport, fate, synergistic, accumulative, and/or long1-800-653-PRWA
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term effects of pharmaceuticals and other personal
care products following their end use. Currently,
there is no national coordinated effort requiring
the monitoring or focused treatment of waters and
wastes for the presence of pharmaceuticals; however,
pharmaceutical contamination is considered an
important and emerging issue in water quality.
According to an article published in the December
2002 issue of Environmental Health Perspectives,
the amount of pharmaceuticals and personal care
products released into the environment each year
is equal to the amount of pesticides used each year.
During 1999-2000, the U.S. Geological Survey
conducted the first nationwide investigation of the
occurrence of pharmaceuticals, hormones and other
organic contaminants in 139 streams from 30 states.
A total of 95 contaminants were targeted including
antibiotics, prescription and nonprescription drugs,
steroids and hormones, 82 of which were found in
at least one sample. Although researchers caution
that sites were chosen based on their increased
susceptibility to contamination from urban or
agricultural activities, a surprising 80 percent of
WWW.PRWA.COM

streams sampled were positive for one or more
contaminant. Furthermore, 75 percent of the streams
contained two or more contaminants, 54 percent
had greater than five, while 34 percent had more
than 10 and a whopping 13 percent tested positive
for more than 20 targeted contaminants (Reynolds,
2003). Similar reconnaissance studies are ongoing
to evaluate the presence of pharmaceuticals in
groundwater and surface water sources of drinking
water (Buxton, Kolpin, 2002).
With tens of thousands of man-made and
naturally occurring chemicals listed as possible
environmental pollutants, it’s an overwhelming
task to routinely monitor the prevalence of more
than a handful. The good news is removal methods
designed for elimination of one contaminant
are likely to be effective for many other similar
contaminants. The bad news is conventional
water and wastewater treatment methods allow
many classes of pharmaceuticals to pass through
unchanged. Keeping your customers informed is a
good way to prevent their frustration if rates should
increase due to changing and brand new regulations.
See page 29 for the article, Proper Disposal
of Prescription Drugs.
Sources:

Buxton, Herbert T. and Kolpin, Dana W., Pharmaceuticals,
Hormones, and Other Organic Wastewater Contaminants
in U.S. Streams, USGS Fact Sheet, June 2002 (see:
http://toxics.usgs.gov/pubs/FS-027-02/index.html).
Dr. Reynolds, Kelly, Pharmaceuticals in Drinking Water
Supplies, WCP Online, v. 45, no. 6, June 2003.
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by Dave Muzzy
Wastewater Program Manager
Wastewater Training Technician
dmuzzy@prwa.com

Wastewater History 102
For

readers curious about how sewer /
sanitation practices came to be what they are today,
let’s continue our history lesson from the Spring
2008 issue. We’ll pick up where we left off in the
Middle Ages and look at sanitation practices through
present day. I hope you enjoy this.
The History of Wastewater: Part 2
As the Middle Ages progressed most of
the changes in water issues were spear-headed by
religious orders. The Christ Church Monastery
at Canterbury, for example, had running water,
purifying tanks, and wastewater drainage from
toilets, which spared the monestary from the Black
Plague in 1349.
Following the major plagues of the 12th
century, waste management became a priority.
In 1372 Edward III of England proclaimed that
“throwing rushes, dung, refuse and other filth and
harmful things into the Thames shall no longer be
allowed” (Savas, 1974: 15). By the late 14th century
London had an organized scavenger system where
people would go around and pick up things such as
dead animals. However, legislation and scavenging
tended to be relatively ineffective because there were
very few methods for waste disposal that the public
was not opposed to for one reason or another.
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During the Renaissance more concern was
given to health and water issues. The cesspool
was one of the technical developments of the
Renaissance. It was a simple pit which allowed
solids to settle and the liquids to seep into the
ground. As the 15th century came to a close, Henry
VI established a Commission of Sewers, which
"provided for severe penalties for the pollution of
streams and made special provisions for the disposal
of tanner and brewers wastes” (Savas, 1974: 16).
Finally, there was a new awareness of the role that
human and animal wastes played on human health.
Still, by the early modern period, little
had been changed or learned about human waste
disposal so rivers and water sources continued to be
contaminated. The Colonies of the New World also
had to address waste issues. In 1644, eighteen years
after taking control of Manhattan Island, “residents
were directed to take all wastes out of the fort,” and
in 1648 a law was passed prohibiting hogs and goats
from running in the streets (Savas, 1974: 17-19).
The major changes in waste treatment came in
th
the 19 century.  In 1860 Louis Moureas invented the
septic tank which treated sewage from communities
by removing gross solids before discharging
sewage into a nearby river or stream. Still though,
effluent was largely untreated and heavily polluted
the waters. Even with pre-treatment, the need for
disposal technology was becoming evident.
Edward Frankland, in 1868, developed
trickling sand filter technology. He devised a system
consisting of six-foot high, ten-inch wide cylinders,
filling each with different medias like sand and soil.
At an experimental station in Massachusetts in 1893,
a sand bed was first used to filter the effluent from
a septic tank, reducing the land areas needed for
sewage disposal.
What was driving these changes? Disease.
The urbanization of cities, the industrial revolution,
and also increasing city populations led to increased
human waste. In the mid-19th century a worldwide
1-800-653-PRWA
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epidemic of cholera occurred. The English physician
John Snow discovered the relationship of cholera
to water. Snow traced the contamination to public
wells, which were being contaminated by privy
vaults in the epidemic of 1854 in London. British
engineers led the way in sewer development and
separating wastes from drinking water although this
only aided in decreasing the contamination of rivers
and streams.
New York City provides an excellent case
study in the development of wastewater management.
In the 19th century New York City was a developing
urban center, which lacked the infrastructure to deal
with its wastewater. In the early part of the century,
both water supply and waste disposal were private
and people built their own privies. The privies were
subject to inspection and were required to be five
feet deep and built with stone, mortar, and brick. The
treatment of on-site waste was, in a sense, vault and
haul. Yet, the city did have a sewer system. The
system that existed in the early 19th century was
developed to handle stormwater. Access to these
sewer systems was limited by the limited access to
the water needed to flush waste through the sewers.
By the end of the 1860’s physicians and
engineers were part of the city management on
full-time, year-round basis. This change greatly
impacted the development of public health issues
and the development of sewering the city. The
Croton Aqueduct Department laid 39,000 linear
feet of sewers in 1865. By the end of the decade
the department had laid an additional 271,000 linear
feet. They were draining the city. “Each district was
approached as an entity and treated in its entirety.
A system of intercepting sewers was planned that
took into consideration street grade and anticipated
sewage volume. The goal was to ensure the
smooth and continuous flow of sewage from small
pipes into larger ones and finally to a limited and
specified number of sites for disposal into the rivers”
(Goldman, 1997: 158). The city put the economic
resources to build sewers in the engineers' hands
and they built a comprehensive wastewater disposal
system. Yet, even into the 1880’s their project was
still not complete. In some affluent neighborhoods
problems still existed and too often, property
owners sought economy at the expense of efficiency.
Eventually though, the goal to sewer the city was
achieved by public funding pushed by public health
concerns.
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The problems of wastewater treatment and
reuse will always be a part of society's concern. The
development of large or municipal treatment plants,
which was considered the solution in mid-19th
century, is no longer considered the answer. The cost
of constructing these plants is too high, and most
local municipalities cannot afford to build them,
and the national government is not looking to help
fund new plants. Solutions to treating wastewater
will continue to develop as technology increases its
ability to accommodate an ever growing society.
Sources:
Abel-Goldman, Joanne, Building New York’s Sewers:
Developing Mechanisms, West Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue
University Press, 1997.
Savas, E., Municipal Monopolies vs. Competition in Delivering
Urban Services, In W. Hawley and D. Rogers, eds., Improving
the Quality of Urban Management, pp. 437-450, Beverly Hills,
California: Sage Publications, 1974.
Indah Water Konsortium, The Evolution of Sewer Treatment,
2008, (see http://www.iwk.com.my/sewerage-fact-01-05.htm).
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Legislative Update
Governor Rendell’s Sustainable Infrastructure Task Force
As part of his commitment to rebuilding Pennsylvania’s
aging infrastructure to serve the commonwealth’s citizens and
businesses, protect the public health, and grow the economy,
Governor Edward G. Rendell created the Sustainable Water
Infrastructure Task Force through Executive Order 2008-02.
A survey of the state’s water infrastructure found that
Pennsylvania is facing nearly $11 billion in unmet drinking water
infrastructure needs and at least $7.2 billion in unmet wastewater
infrastructure needs, plus millions of dollars more in ongoing
operation and maintenance costs. The need for new investments
is evidenced by the overflows, leaking and deteriorated collection
systems, deferred rehabilitation and replacement work, and shortage
of treatment capacity that plague the state’s water systems.
The Sustainable Water Infrastructure Task Force is
charged with providing a report by Oct. 1, 2008 that analyzes the
issues related to long-term infrastructure financing and offers
recommendations for the resolution of these issues.

Left to Right: Glenn Schreffler, 2008 PRWA Wastewater
Operator of the Year congratulated by Keith Pemerick of
Congressman Holden’s Office. Sam Scarfone, NRWA Director
from PRWA, with Rodney Tart, NRWA President.
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The report by the task force will address:
· Current and projected costs, financial resources available and
the gap between for the construction, upgrade, repair and
operation and maintenance of Pennsylvania’s drinking water
and sewage infrastructure.
· Projected cost savings realized by the consideration and
implementation of all available non-structural alternatives.
· Actual costs of water and sewer service, including
recommendation on allocating the costs among customers and
state and federal assistance programs.
· Recommendations for legislative or regulatory changes to
promote the following components of sustainable infrastructure:
Effective System Management, Asset Management, System
Optimization, Watershed or Regional Approach.
PRWA President George Crum, Director of the Southwest
Delaware County Municipal Authority has been named by Governor
Rendell to serve on the committee. George should bring much
experience and knowledge to the committee meetings. George
is dealing with the TMDL and stream assessment issue in his
watershed now and it will be good for him to share the impact of this
with the committee.
Sarah Eutsey named to Board of Greenville Water Auth
Sarah Eutsey will be joining the PRWA legislative effort
again. Sarah had been an enthusiastic administrator of the district
leaders in the past until she left the industry for a short time. Now
Sarah is back and we are pleased to learn that she will have time to
again be a team leader for the districts. Sarah has been named to
the board of directors of the Greenville Municipal Water Authority in
Mercer County. Sarah brings many years experience as a water and
wastewater system manager to this new position. Good luck Sarah
and welcome back!
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Rural Water Initiative name: A.mmal ConfeJ-ence
William Tatar
Joshua lynch
Rodney Peterson
Greg Allen
Chuck Stevens
Eric Parnell
James Gasper
Greg Lego
Samuel Aloi
Ronald Roy Wrye
E. Lee Koch
George Crum
Richard Deems
David Stricek
Randy Estabrook
Michael Klink
Jan Gallo
Richard Putman
Greg Mashensic
Edward Howard
Sam Scarfone
Karl Gurekovich
Bud Bullock
Herb Mattern
Debbie McCommons
Mark Wozniak
Michael Smith
Scott Wible
Kenneth Strouse

Cong~•atnlations

Nikon Xtreme Binoculars from Larson Design Group
Framed Nature Print & Poker Set from Exeter Supply, Co., Inc.
Fly Fishing Rod from Master Meter
Digital Camera & $25 Wai-Mart Gift Cart from
Thomas Scientific
$250 Cash from Pennsylvania Water Specialties Company
!Pod Nano from Senate Engineering Company
Zippo Ughter, Hat & Handcarved Knife from Bradford Water
Authority and ntleist Golf Balls from Emerson Process Mgmt.
Fishing Supplies and gear from Neptune Technology Group
$150 Bass Pro Shop Gift Card from Univar
Orvis Fly Fishing Rod from Seven Springs Mountain Resort
OGIO Vaporlite Golf Bag from Graphic Revolutions
$200 Home Depot Gift Card from Mr. REHAB, Inc.
$100 Lowes Gift Card & Cordless Drill from Mr. REHAB, Inc.
$250 Cash from Vanora Enterprises
$250 Cash from Vanora Enterprise s
Tree Stand from National Road Utility Supply, Inc.
Handcrafted Water Pump Lamp by Guy Shaffer, PRWA District
4 Board Member
iPod Shuffle from Kershner Environmental Technologies
LLC and apparel from Watermark Environmental Systems,
$100 in Cabella Gift Cards from Mueller Co., and apparel from
Entech Engineering
Set of 3 "Bionic Wrenches" by loggerhead Tools from A.V.
McDonald Mfg. Co.
Sight Seeing Binoculars from Gwi n Dobson & Foreman
$50 Outback, $50 Sears, $50 Best Buy Assorted Gift Cards from
u.s. Municipal Supply, Inc.
Pittsburgh Steelers Super Fan Pack from PRWA
Large Wildlife Print from Ferguson Waterworks
1 Night Stay at Williamsburg Square Hotels Sponsored by the
Williamsburg Square Hotels in State College, PA
pflueger Summit LP Baitcast Fishing Reel from Accent Control
Systems
3000 lb. Winch from E.J. Gulich Manufactured Housing
Community and Fishing lures from LRM, Inc.
Portable Wide-Screen DVD Player from Eichelbergers, Inc.
TomTom GPS System from PRWA Financial Services

Winners!

* **

PRWA would like to thank everyone for supporting the Rural
Water Initiative this year. Funds raised during the raffle
benefit the legislative efforts In Washington, D.C. and
Harrisburg, PA which support small water and wastewater
systems In Pennsylvania.

Thank You Mary & Nancy!
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EBENSBURG BOROUGH
Ebensburg Borough is located halfway between
Pittsburgh and Harrisburg on Rt. 22. It is a small
Borough with about 3,100 residents. The total population
served is estimated at 6,000 because portions of Cambria
and Jackson townships are also included in the service area.
Ebensburg’s Municipal Authority serves as a funding agency for
water and wastewater projects and has an agreement with Ebensburg
Borough which covers the day to day operations of the distribution and
collection systems.
The Public Works staff, in addition to distribution and collection
system maintenance, are also responsible for streets, construction, and
care of many recreation facilities in the Borough. Jeff Evans, the Public
Works Director says, “Although we have a small staff with only seven
men we get quite a bit done through the year as our staff has a wide range
of skills.” Recent projects include total playground renovations, building an
inline hockey rink with stadium lighting for night games, and remodeling of
the restrooms/concession building at the pool. This year the facilities will be
expanded at the Lake Rowena Recreation Area with additional restrooms and
parking areas.
Ebensburg is known for its many recreation opportunities and is home
of Potatofest, a one day street festival in late September. The Cambria County
Fair also calls Ebensburg home. The Young Peoples Community Center
offers many programs for area youth along with basketball leagues through
the winter. A recently built tennis center with three indoor and three outdoor
courts offer tennis training and relaxation to all ages year-round. Nearby, the
Ghost Town Trail offers a hiking and biking path to Nanty Glo and beyond,
over 20 miles. In the early years the town was somewhat of a resort and had
several large hotels and summer homes for the well-to-do from the Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia areas.
The Borough water system dates back to the late 1800’s and was
one of the first filtered systems in Cambria County. The filtration plant
was constructed about 1927 near a storage dam constructed several years
earlier. Because a drought in the late 1950’s caused the system considerable
difficulties, a decision to build a larger storage reservoir was made in the early
60’s. During the drought a pipeline was constructed to Lake Rowena about a
half mile away to supply the treatment plant. Water was pumped 24/7 to keep
the system in water. The resulting new reservoir completed in 1964 has an
estimated capacity of 430 million gallons compared to the existing dam’s 27
million. Although the new dam is fairly large the watershed isn’t and the dam
has been drawn down over twenty feet in dry years.
The original plant building was incorporated into renovations in 1973
when modern pumps were installed and a third filter was added. Two clarifiers
were installed at that time to allow for better water quality before the filters.
The original two filter boxes were kept in the upgrade as well as the clearwell.
Around 1990 the filters were renovated and the troublesome filter bottoms were
replaced with Leopold underdrains. The new bottoms are capped with IMS
plates which allow the use of a multi-media filter scheme in the shallow boxes
built for sand as the primary media. The IMS plates allow for the elimination

Featured
Water
System
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of coarse gravel from the filter allowing for a greater amount of anthracite
media as the top layer. The filters can achieve effluent turbidities as low as .01
NTU with less than .06 the norm. The plant maximum production rate is 1.5
MGD but the daily average is currently only 900,000.
The most recent water project was completed in 2005 connecting
Ebensburg’s system to Johnstown’s Saltlick Treatment Plant. The connection
allows for additional water to be used for development and an alternate source
for water as well as a back-up under drought conditions. DEP encouraged
the development of the interconnect because they had concerns relating to the
Authority being able to maintain the conservation release required from existing
reservoirs in times of drought. The project included construction of over ten
miles of pipeline through Jackson and Cambria Townships. Additionally, two
pumping stations were installed as well as a 750,000 gallon storage tank. The
project also allows several other water suppliers to have alternate sources if
the need should arise.
While the Saltlick project was being completed the Blacklick Valley
Municipal Authority undertook a very large construction project extending
water from Ebensburg through Cambria Township to their primary distribution
area in Blacklick Twp. The project extended municipal water to many homes
whose wells were contaminated or provided very little water. Jackson
Township established two connections to the Saltlick pipeline, one for an
alternate source and a second to establish a new distribution area. Another
area water supplier, Nanty Glo Municipal Authority, is exploring construction
of an emergency inter-connect. Many people expect the Rt.22 / 219 area to
continue to grow when the four lane is completed to Pittsburgh. Ebensburg
and the surrounding area have the water resource available for future needs
years to come.
Other areas in the distribution system had lines replaced to correct
pressure and fire flow concerns during the 2005 project. Dauntless Fire
Company located in Ebensburg recently had its ISO rating improved to a
3 in part because the water system can supply adequate fire flows in many
areas. Improved ISO ratings can lower insurance rates in their coverage
area. Additionally, new roofs were installed on existing water storage tanks.
Steel corrugated roofs were replaced with aluminum dome roofs. Piping was
rerouted at the tank site to allow for additional chlorine contact time.
The growth came with some pains though. In 2007 HAA5 testing
results exceeded the MCL of .06 with a level of .064. The operators are
exploring methods to reduce HAA in that area of the system.
Ebensburg is currently upgrading their wastewater facility. The
4 million dollar project is being done with a grant from Pennworks and a
loan from Pennvest. The project is being done to increase capacity as the
plant was determined to be hydraulically overloaded for years. Other work
includes replacing the belt press with a centrifuge, improved screening at the
headworks, a larger generator, and installation of a UV system to eliminate
chlorine use at the plant. Ebensburg contracts daily operation of the plant to
Severn Trent. After years of struggling to meet effluent water quality issues
Severn Trent was contracted. Since they have taken over operations there have
been no excursions outside permit limits despite the plant being hydraulically
overloaded. L. Robert Kimball Associates is the Authority and Borough’s
engineer.
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by Chris Shutt
Water Circuit Rider
clshutt@prwa.com

What’s On Tap?
It was great to see all of you again at

the conference. We had a great time! It was our
20th anniversary. If you have never been to the
conference you don’t know what you’re missing.
Great people, great classes, great food, great
exhibitors, great prizes and most of all “ME!!”
But seriously a lot of CEU’s going around and
that’s a big one. You need to try it just once. That’s
all it will take and you’ll be hooked forever.
Speaking of ever, have you ever done a
water audit? You really should you know. You
need to find that unaccounted for water and save
some money for you and your customers.

Look, it won’t take long just take a little
time and go through the system and listen to
your fire hydrants and maybe some valves if your
hydrants are few and far between. If you have
some noise then you can check further for a leak.
If you can’t find it then give us a call and we can
assist you in locating the leak. We’ll also give
you some pointers so the next time you go out you
could possibly find it yourself. Well that is enough
for now and I’ll see ya around. Take care and
“Remember, be proud of what you do and do it
well.”

P.S.
In a 100 year period, a water molecule spends
98 years in the ocean, 20 months as ice, about 2
weeks in lakes and rivers, and less than a week in
the atmosphere.
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1st Place: JeH Confer
2nd Place: JeH Perdue
3rd Place: Arthur
Montgomery
----,
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by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician
kmcfadden@prwa.com

New Wastewater Dewatering Technology
Hello

all, I hope everyone is having
a great summer and enjoying some of this great
weather. I have been very busy traveling and working
with the systems throughout the Commonwealth. As
we move forward with the Laboratory Accreditation
Act and towards BNR mandates in the Susquehanna
drainage it becomes quite clear the changes in this
industry are coming very quickly. It appears most
of the operators in the state are working very hard to
accommodate the changes with the least amount of
problems. You all should be proud as you do a fine
job.
My travel exposes me to a lot of new and
different technologies. On occasion something

impresses me enough that it warrants some further
discussion. I recently reviewed some information
on a dewatering process called a rotary press that
shows great promise to provide a high quality sludge
cake at low operating costs. This rotary press really
caught my eye.
The simplicity of the process is impressive.
The sludge is fed into a square channel and is
rotated between two revolving stainless steel
screens. The filtrate is removed through the screens
as the flocculated sludge moves down the channel.
Controlled outlet pressure and the frictional force of
the slow moving screens result in the production of a
very dry cake.
Data suggests the rotary press exceeds other
dewatering processes in several criteria. Some of
these are lower electric usage, higher cake dryness,
and a small footprint. The rotary press is very quiet
and can run continuously with very few moving
parts turning at low R.P.M’s, which result in lower
maintenance costs and downtime. Sludge feed rates
vary by size and range from 50 to 200 gallons per
minute.
As sludge dewatering and disposal gets to be
more expensive a look at some more efficient
technologies would be in everyone’s best interest. If
you have questions or comments please contact me:
kmcfadden@prwa.com.
Best Regards,
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by John Buskirk
Wastewater Training Technician
jbuskirk@prwa.com

The BAGGER System, Part 2
Wow

, what a week we had at conference!
Regardless of whether it was water, wastewater,
collections, management responsibilities or other
information you were seeking, I hope you learned
something valuable at the conference to help you in
your daily duties. I would personally like to thank
all of the participants and I look forward to seeing
you again next year for an even bigger and better
event.
In the spring issue of our magazine, I
discussed the bagger system innovations that have
been implemented at the Beccaria-Coalport-Irvona
Municipal Authority.
Several members have
expressed interest in that article so I’m glad that
we have outlined some of the options available
to process sludge with the bagger system. In this
issue, I will expand on getting better use from your
bagger system which will hopefully free-up some
much needed time to entertain other jobs on your
list. Specifically, we’ll explore how the operators at
Hyndman Borough made their bagger system more
economical.
Dale Diehl and Baron Leap, operators at
Hyndman Borough, wanted to make changes in the
way they processed sludge through their bagger
system that would be a win-win situation for
everyone. The first thing they wanted was to make it
economically feasible to switch over their operation
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and free-up time to do other projects. Dale discussed
what he wanted to do with Packaging Research and
Design out of Louisiana and they recommended an
Eco-Liner because of the cost. Since Dale realized
that he would need to place this liner in some type
of a container, he contacted Burgmier Hauling, Inc.
out of Altoona, Pennsylvania to design and build a
container specifically for Dale’s needs.
Bergmier designed a 30-yard dumpster
with grating placed on supports in the bottom of
the dumpster. This prevented the liner from lying
directly on the bottom and allowed the supernatant
to drain into the bottom of the dumpster. Two ¾”
drains were also put in place on the bottom of the
dumpster. These drains are left open while being
filled (for draining purposes) and closed during
transportation. As with Rick Hoover’s system in
Part 1 of this series, Dale tee’d off the main feed
line (photo 1) to the bagger system and extended it
out over the roof (photo 2) to the dumpster. Simply
turning a valve allowed Dale to either fill the smaller
bags on the bagger system (if needed) or fill his
dumpster.
Hyndman Borough benefited significantly
from Dale and Baron’s vision. Before, Dale spent
$20 per week ($1,040 per year) on smaller bags
whereas today, he spends only $330 per year on 3
liners ($110 each). Additionally, Dale used to hire
a contractor for $450 to load the smaller bags into a
dumpster 2-3 times a year for a total cost of roughly
$1,350 per year. This cost was eliminated with the
new system.
However, the biggest savings to Hyndman
Borough and its operators with this new Bagger
system is in man-hours. Before, Dale would operate
his system 2 - 2.5 hours per day, 4 days per week
(roughly 8 - 10 man hours). Currently, Dale is
operating only 1 day every 2 – 3 weeks for 6 to 8
man-hours. This new approach has allowed Dale to
1-800-653-PRWA
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focus on more important issues that need attention
in his system. He would be happy to entertain any
questions you may have on his new design and can
be reached at 814-842-6546.
As my dad used to say, there’s no reason to
re-invent the wheel; just figure out what you can
do to make it run smoother. Congratulations to
Hyndman Borough and Beccaria-Coalport-Irvona
Municipal Authority on their smoother ride!
Until next time, be safe and I’ll see ya’ by the
stream!

WWW.PRWA.COM
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by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider
gcowles@prwa.com

Cross-Connection Control Program
In

my last article I wrote about different
types of backflow control devices. In this article
I am going to take a step backward and discuss
implementing a cross connection control program.
According to the PA DEP Public Water Supply
Manual Part VII:
Cross-Connection Control/
Backflow Prevention, the definition of Backflow
is: “a flow condition induced by a differential in
pressure, that causes the flow of water of mixtures of
water and other substances into the distribution pipes
of a potable water supply system from a source other
than its intended source. Backflow can result from
either backsiphonage or backpressure.”
Cross-connection is an arrangement allowing
either a direct or indirect connection through which
backflow, including backsiphonage, can occur
between the drinking water in a public water system
and a system containing a source or potential source
of contamination, or allowing treated water to be
removed from any public water system, used for
any purpose or routed through any device or pipes
outside the public water system, and returned to the
public water system.
Section 109.608 of DEP’s rules and
regulations, requires that “a public water system may
not be designed or constructed in a manner which
creates a cross-connection.”
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Section 109.709(b) further requires that “at
the direction of DEP, the public water supplier shall
develop and implement a comprehensive control
program for the elimination of existing crossconnections or the effective containment of sources
of contaminations, and prevention of future crossconnections.”
The following are steps are how to create a
cross-connection control program:
1. Know and Understand Cross-Connection
Control Concepts
A. The major element in developing an effective
cross-connection control program is the need
to have a thorough understanding of the crossconnection, backflow and backsiphonage
concepts and the control measures needed to
eliminate them.
2. Establish the Legal Foundation
A. A local ordinance should be adopted by each
municipality which is served by the supplier
including:
• Adoption of a plumbing code
• Authority to enter customers premises
• Provisions for discontinuance of service
• Installer and inspector certification
• Inspection frequency
• Penalties
• Hydrant use restrictions
• Exterminator restrictions
• Provisions for the installation of specific
cross-connection control devices, which
will be required, based on the degree of
hazard.
3. Establish a Priority System
A. A public water supply must identify those
facilities, which pose the greatest hazards in
the most vulnerable portion of the distribution
system. A review of the distribution system
1-800-653-PRWA
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

records must be made to identify areas of
chronic low pressures, leakage and breaks.
Estimate Customer Implementation Costs
A. The installation of cross-contamination
systems is costly and may require budget
planning.
Develop Proposed Implementation Timetable
A. This should be based on the Priority System
identifying the greatest hazards.
Review Your Data and Proposed Procedures
with Government Agencies
A. This includes such agencies as the
municipalities involved, local health
agencies and DEP and make any necessary
adjustments.
Educate the Public
A. The more education or public awareness you
provide, the better your chances of receiving
public acceptance.
Notify Affected Customers
A. Send a letter to customers to solicit their
cooperation. If the customer challenges your
requirements, explain your legal authority,

WWW.PRWA.COM

and if needed, seek help from either DEP or
your legal counsel.
9. Monitor Program Progress
A. Follow-up as necessary to determine that
implementation is progressing satisfactorily.
10. Initiate Testing Requirements
A. Once devices have been installed, inform
your customers of testing requirements and
how to report the results.
For more information
contamination systems, refer to
Supply Manual, Part VII:
Control/Backflow Prevention on

regarding crossthe Public Water
Cross-Connection
the DEP website:

www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/watermgt/Documents/
Sorting_Technical_Documents.htm
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200 8 TRIBUT E TO
EXC:ELLENCE AWARDS
"2008PRWA
Presidtont Award"
Barry Greenawald.
P•nnsytn nla OEP

Executive Director
John Hood (left) and
Board President
GeorgeCrum
presented the awards

s

at the 2008 Tribute
"Cecil C. Furer Friend of
Rural Water··
Gary Rothrock, UDSA

Awards Ceremony
Rural Developmem Award
Greater Johnstown
Water Au thority
Presented by Gary

Groves

''Richard C. Miller
Wastewater Operator
ofthe Year ''
Glenn Schreffler,
Elizabethville Ar ea
Aut hority

of RUS

John Hood presents
"Prideaf
Pennsylvania "

Water Tasting Contest Winner to
Pi ne Grove Township

"Water System of the
Year Award"

"Richard C. Miller
Water Operator ofthe
Year Award"
Mike Tanner,
Smethport Borough Water

Bellefonte Borough

"Rookie Operator of
tire Year Award"
Tony Shreffler , Centr e Hall
Potter Sewer Authority
"Wastewater
System
oftlze Year Award "
Brockway Area
Sewer Authority

C01tgratulations
to tire 2008
Award

"Source Water System
ofthe Yeor Award"
Altoona City
Au thority

Recipients!

"Decision Maker ofthe Year Award" T homas Hoff,
Municipal Authority of the Borough of Milford
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Proper Disposal of Prescription Drugs
Federal Guidelines:
0

Take unused, unneeded, or expired prescription drugs out of thei r original
containers and th row them in the trash.

0

Mixing prescription drugs with an undesirable substance, such as used coffee
grounds or kitty litter, and putting them in impermeable, non-descript conta iners,
such as empty cans or sealable bags, will further ensure the drugs are not diverted.

0

Flush prescription drugs down the
toilet only if t he label or accompanying
pat ient information specifically instruct s
doing so {see box).

The FDA advises that the following drugs b e
flushed down the toilet instead of thrown in
the trash:
Actiq (fentanyl citrate)
Daytrana Transdermal Patch (methylphenidate)

0

Take advantage of commun ity
pharmaceutica l take-back programs
that allow the public to bring unused
drugs to a central location for proper
disposal. Some communities have
pharmaceutica l take-back prog rams
or community solid-waste programs
that allow the public to bring unused
drugs to a central location for proper
disposal. Where t hese exist, t hey are
a good way to dispose of unused
pharmaceutica Is.

Duragesic Transdermal System (fentanyl)
OxyContin Tablets (oxycodone)
Avinza Capsules (morphine sulfate)
Baraclude Tablets (entecavir)
Reyataz Capsules (atazanavir sulfate)
Tequin Tablets (gatifloxacin)
Zerit for Oral Solution (stavudine)
Meperidine HCITablets
Percocet (Oxycodone and Acetaminophen)
Xyrem (Sodium Oxybate)
Fentora (fentanyl buccal tablet)
Note: Patients should always refer to printed material
accompanying their medication for specific instructions.

011\ce of Nationel Otu{l (onuol Polley
ONDCP. Wuhlngton, D.C 20SOJ

p UOll Jt$·6611

www. White House Drug Po licy.gov

f llUI J95·67l0
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Setting Sewer Rental Rates:

Navigating the

Murky Waters
By Katherine E. Lovette
Did you know that the legal requirements
and standards for municipal authorities to set
sewer rates are different from the requirements
and standards for other municipal entities such
as counties, boroughs, townships and cities?
If you are confused, you are not alone. Even
Pennsylvania courts have recently become
bogged-down (pun intended) by the differing
standards that apply to different
municipal entities for sewer rate
setting. This short article attempts
to clarify the different statutes that
govern municipal sewer rates.
Under Pennsylvania
“municipal
law,
authorities,” entities
created pursuant to the
“Municipality Authorities
Act,” have far broader
powers in rate setting than
other types of municipal
entities that can provide
sewage treatment services.
Sewer rates set by municipal
authorities must be “reasonable
and uniform.” There are specific formulas for
recovering construction costs and for calculating
tapping fees in the statute; however, general
rates are only required to be “reasonable
and uniform.” There is no set formula or other
guideline in the statute. Pennsylvania’s appellate
court that hears government-related appeals,
the Commonwealth Court, has interpreted this
standard as extremely broad, finding that a rate
set by an authority may only be reversed in
instances of bad faith or abuse of discretion – a
very difficult standard for challengers of a rate to
meet.
By contrast, other types of municipal
entities, such as counties, boroughs, townships
and cities, are subject to different rate-setting
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statutes for sewer rate-setting, and are not
subject to the broad “reasonable and uniform”
standard set forth in the Municipality Authorities
Act. Instead, these types of municipalities are
each granted general rate-setting authority
by their own overarching governing statutes,
such as the Borough Code or Second Class
Township Code. Additionally, these entities
are subject to the “Sewer Rental Act” that
does not apply to municipal authorities.
The Sewer Rental Act does not provide
a rigid or inflexible formula for ratesetting, but includes several
guidelines and specifications
that must be followed, such
as a requirement
that only

amounts
actually “incurred”
or “expended” be recovered through the rate.
The different standards for sewer rate
setting that apply to municipal authorities on the
one hand, and to counties, boroughs, townships,
cities and the like on the other hand, can cause
confusion at the municipal level as well as in
Pennsylvania’s courts. In a recent case involving
a challenge to sewer rates set by a third class city,
a Pennsylvania county court applied the broad
and deferential standard of review set forth by the
Municipality Authorities Act, and held that rates
would not be reviewed for compliance with the
Sewer Rental Act’s specific requirements absent
a showing of bad faith. This case is currently

1-800-653-PRWA
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on appeal before the Commonwealth Court on
the question of whether the city was required to
follow the specifics of the Sewer Rental Act even
if it did not act with bad faith in setting the rate,
which is the standard for municipal authorities.
The bottom line is that municipal entities
providing sewage treatment service that are not
municipal authorities should be aware of their
enabling authority as well as the requirements
of the Sewer Rental Act and should know
that they may be held to a different
statutory standard than municipal
authorities in rate setting. The
best course of action is to attempt
to follow the letter of the law
that applies, particularly the
Sewer Rental Act, pending
clarification of these issues by
Pennsylvania’s appellate
courts.

WWW.PRWA.COM

SNAP SH T
Joel Jordan is the
manager
of
the
Pennsylvania Rural Water
Association’s
Source
Water Protection Program
and has been with the
association for eleven
years. Joel graduated
from the University of
Illinois with a degree in Biology and also holds
a teaching certificate. He and wife Kristen
have a four year old daughter, Brooke. Joel
enjoys reading, the outdoors, and spending
time with his family. Joel says he loves
working with source water protection because
it gives him an opportunity to bring a variety
of people together to work on the critical issue
of water protection and quality. He currently
serves on the Groundwater Foundation and
Groundwater Guardian National Council.
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,...,.,....... From lcll: Burry
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(I'A OEP). Joe
51'r llll l Falcone
(PRWA). \ 1nrk
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North Wales Water
Authority
2nd Place: Dan Rinker, General
Authority of the City of
Franklin
3rd Place: Bill Gabrys, General
Authority of the City of
Franklin
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(I'A \VSC).
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Where is This in PA?

WINNER!
Rodney Peterson
Mount Jewett Regional Sewer
McKean County, PA

Rodney Peterson won the Spring 2008 Where
is This is PA? Contest. Rodney guessed the Kinzua
Bridge State Park. The park is four miles north of
US 6 in Mt Jewett on SR 3011. Kinzua Viaduct was
constructed as an alternative to laying an additional eight
miles of track over rough terrain along the line leading
to McKean County’s coal, timber and oil lands. Built
in 1882 of iron, a 40-man crew completed the highest
(301‘) and longest (2,053’) railroad bridge ever built in
94 working days. On 7/23/03 a F1 tornado destroyed
11 of the 20 bridge towers. Mt Jewett Regional Sewer
has been a PRWA member since 2001.
Photo sumbitted by PRWA Wastewater Training
Technician John Buskirk.
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October
Office
Personnel
Courses

21 -22,2008
Audita

Professional Growth for
managers, office
personnel , and board
members working at your
system!

Manager's
Track

lwo
Hotels
lo
slay:

Board
Track
Super 8 Heal:

724-776-9700
Aoom Biodl:

PA Rural

Wear for
dllalunt

Visit www.prwa.com for det ails!

Made
in the
---....:...:...:...::..:.::..::..:..::..::...:......::..:;~~ U.S.A!

Joseph Manosbey, Jr., Masonic Village
(middle)

WINNER!
Paul Phillips, White Township (on right)
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AAWOIKDMRTENNESSEEOKLAHOMA
KRRBCMOYQGMPNMOCIXEMWENWVH
DEKATOKADHTOOSKLKHFLTRTSNR
FYVAWNISNOCSIWRQDAGYBPOEZO
XFGANHKTATOSENNIM:JNPUWKPX
~IRNDSOQZGMHAWAIIUOZTJWRYP

FLPEVAA NWTNTFVRMP:IHEBWXNN
CLBW XMRSTRBYKNIZGNCRAAOHIO
NIFHRBM A INEABCMNDASNRJOTNP
KNAAAINIGRIVHFIIREAARIZONA
MOTMNGPRPGO:GHAOYTKQC MVNHZ
AILPOTKPRVGMSNLBNPCHTAPYAK
SSASERTOIAMAAISOLOLNMNEKMB
STNHPRESNS WTN WMAYPHNA I NCAC
AVTIUGAGAKSAMNYRSCHTCLNUBP
CBIREAFWOXPIVALOANOMAOSTAR
HHCERDKXANEBSXRLMKANLRYNLJ
UMSRTIMRQ~PTMS:YA:AKKALEAI

SMTTORRWOTEAIF:OL:NTZCVKJR
EHAOROGLNYKDODHMSAHGRHAJBU
~JTNILGOVSWR~TAITNNGZTNPKO

TDETCFMMABNERCUHBKXDTRIRPS
SDSBORP L DIVONOK L OG MCHOAPBS
QYXREYACAKNBLQTMWYDKFNFNNI
YVFVKNEBRASKAFOFGFJZMBPYNM
MRMCVFODAROLOCAINIGRIVTSEW

50 RURAL WATERS STRONG
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
AtlanticStates
California
Colorado
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
NewHampshire
NewJersey
NewMexico
NewYork
NorthCarolina
NorthDakota

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
PRWA
PuertoRico
Sou thCarolina
Sou th Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
WestVirginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Answer at WWW.PRWA.COM

Wise investing Is like a long. dtfficult climb. ll
requires patience. skiD. and- abo'-e all- c:onswu
attention to Slfety. A1 PLGIT, our professional
team bases its investment philosophy on one
bedrock ideal: p<C5ef\'tltion of prUlcipal. That
means our members avoid the missteps that can
lead to ftMnctal calaSirophe. Call PLGIT tocby
at 1-800-572-1472 or visit our web site at
www.PLGIT.rom. Wt11tcll you more about how
our focus on safety can bdp you reach your
im"eS!menl gools.

fi'LGIT
Exlsl!ng Solely Por Your Suca.u
l-800·512·1412 • www.PLGIT.com
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Changing Currents!
Basset Engineering, a municipal and environmental engineering and consulting finn, is pleased to announce
Britt Bassett's invitation to the first l\VA/WEF Wastewater Treatment Modeling Seminar. The seminar is

being held June 1-3,2008 in Quebec, Canada. Anendance is limited to 100 modelers from around the world,
with preference given to modelers who actually design wastewater treatment plants. Whole plant modeling
has found its way into daily process engineering practice and is used for plant design. capacity rating, process
optimization, research, training, and development of control concepts. Britt Bassett will be tl1ere to provide
his input and gain insight into the future of modeling tactics and procedures.

Chris Boyd, President of Utility Service Co., Inc. (USCI) announces the acquisition of Conrady Consultant Services. Conrady
utilizes underwater remotely operated vehicles (ROY) for inspecting all styles and types of ground and elevated tanks. ROV
inspections provide both economy and convenience to the inspection process. Conrady brings over twenty-live years of
experience in the potable water industry to USCL USCI provides comprehensive and highly valued solutions for potable water
quality management along with asset management programs for potable water tanks using unique technologies and professional
maintenance programs.
~=========================================9
Entech Engineering, lnr.. a full-service engineering/architectural finn providing design and consulting
services to its clients, has recently announced it has appointed Roben J. Weir, PEas a Principal of the finn. Mr.
\Vcir has over ten years of experience in Lhc environmental and municipal engineering field. Mr. Weir's
background is in Environmental Engineering aod he holds a Bachelor of Science degree from The Pennsylvania
State University. He is a member of the Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers
American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). and is Registered Professional Engineer in Pennsylvania.

Entech Engineering, Inc. is also pleased to announce the promotion of Bryon Killian, PB to Project Engineer
in the finn's CiviVEnvironmental Resources Group with his successful completion of the Professional
Engineer's exam for Pennsylvania. Bryon Killian, PE, during his five year tenure with Enteeh has honed his
environmental engineering skills and has been involved in a variety of wastewater. water. and stonnwater

See what our Tank Management Service
can do for you!

~g!i.tYp!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimizesmaintenancecosts
Simplifies your budget
"'-\!!""Annual inspections eliminate surprises
Insures tbe availabWty of qualified personnel
Extends tank life
Provides a single emergency number with guaranteed
response time
• Insures compliance with changing standards

Our Services Include:
Maintenance Contracts
Painting and Repairs
Tank Security
Inspections
Vulnerability Assessments

Call Richard Skilton
at: (302) 275-1156
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‘Micro Systems’ According to Ed
PRWA Annual Conference
Did you get plenty of contact hours at the Annual Conference? This was a
very good opportunity to acquire your credits for continuing education. PA Rural
Water Association had an amazing conference. The classes covered many subjects
and the instructors knew the subjects as well. No matter how much you think you
know there is always something to learn or review. We have to thank Penny McCoy
and DEP for putting together the educational side of this conference.
Suppliers made you think of products you need or would like to have. Put it on
your dream list and give it to your board. Who knows? You might get it approved.
Food and snacks, I don’t think anyone went hungry. Probably everyone
gained a few pounds.
I can remember the beginning of PRWA when we had groups of 20-25 people and that was a crowd.
Now there are over 1,100 people at the conference. The Association has really grown. I would like to see more
micro systems, systems under 125 connections, attend the conference. Or, maybe even a “micro conference”
for the small ones because so many are not yet involved and don’t know what they have missed. If you have
any ideas for micro systems or any questions you’d like answered about your micro system, please call Andrea
at PRWA. She will give me all questions and ideas for my next article and we’d like to get a great discussion
going about technical problems for smaller systems.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist
dmuir@prwa.com

Another Great Conference
Another

conference, my ninth or
tenth so far, has come and gone and the week keeps
getting bigger and better. With over 1,100 attendees,
we had to add classes to Tuesday’s schedule to make
sure we had room to hold everyone. Between the
wide variety of classes, the availability of contact
hours, 120 + vendors and the plain and simple
chance to sit and talk to people from across the state
doing the same thing you do on a daily basis, you
just can’t beat it.
One of the main events for me at conference
is my Source Water Protection Forum. Each year
I’m required to have a meeting to review who I’ve
worked with and to decide where I need and want
to work next year, 2008 –2009. I want to thank all
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that were involved: Bill Foose from the USDA Farm
Service, Joe Lee and the Harrisburg DEP Source
Water group, all the DEP Regional Source Water
people, the Water Resource Education Network
(WREN), EPA Region 3, the Susquehanna River
Basin Commission, Spotts, Stevens and McCoy and
Moody and Associates. I also have to thank John
Hood and my two fellow Source Water folks, Joel
Jordan and Matt Genchur.
We’re working along a lot of different avenues
to assist systems develop Source Water Protection
Plans. The new DEP Source Water Assessment
Technical Assistance Program (SWPTAP) is getting
into gear. WREN will be holding their Source Water
Protection workshops this year and PRWA has both
half day and full day Wellhead Protection/Source
Water Protection classes which we’ll be holding in
2008-2009. Matt is working on a training program
for Source Water Protection of managed lands such
as state parks and national forest lands and a lot of
people are taking Joel’s Source Water Protection
correspondence course which develops a Source
Water/Well Head Protection Plan for you and also
offers you 15 hours of continuing education.
I have to commend my fellow PRWA
employees, everyone did a great job. Only Chris or
Joel have been with PRWA longer than me and we all
agree it’s amazing to already be celebrating the 20th
anniversary of the association. For all of you who
attended the conference this year, thank you, I hope
you had a great time. For those of you who didn’t
make it to State College, next year’s conference is
March 31-April 3 (closer than you think) and I look
forward to seeing you there.
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EVENTS:
Wed, July 23rd 7p.m.:
Meet n' Greet Summer BBQ!
Ligonier Country O ub
Enjoy dinner, drinks, &

putting competitions!

Thurs, July 24th at 9 a.m.:
Foursome Tournament
Shotgun Start at -·'"'·
Come to the club

2008PRWA
Keystone Cup
July 23-24, 2008
Ligonier Country Club in
Ligonier, PA
Call Ramada Inn for Holel Discount through PRWA
(1-724-238-9545)

4\\ NEPTUNE

\\j':1

Q

~

TECHNOLOGY

GROU'

-·EJchelbergerS.
Inc.

tATERAt TAPS
4" through 16"

UNE STOPS
4" through 12'

VAlVE INSERTIONS
4" through 12"

SERVICE TAPS
314" through 2"
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by Matt Genchur
Source Water Protection Specialist
mgenchur@prwa.com

Are You Already Performing
Source Water Protection?
vol·un·tary
1 : proceeding from the will or from one's own
choice or consent … 5 : having power of free choice
… 7 : acting or done of one's own free will without
valuable consideration or legal obligation (MerriamWebster online dictionary)
Since the inception of the Safe Drinking
Water Act Amendments in 1996, the act of a water
system to create a Source Water Protection (SWP)
program to protect its drinking water sources has
been voluntary. This one word has made it difficult
for groups like PRWA to get systems involved in this
very important program.

Often, people will tell us that among all of the
other obligations and regulations of the water system,
implementing a SWP Program isn’t high on their
priority list. However, the reality is that you do not
have to create a full-blown program to be practicing
good Source Water Protection. Actually, the best
programs are those that become integrated into the
everyday process of managing your water system,
not those that become an additional “burden” or step
of the decision-making process. With that said, here
are some examples of actions that you may already
be taking at your system that are considered Source
Water Protection (SWP).
Engaging discussion with your neighbors
Are your water sources located in the
municipality you serve? It is likely that they fall
outside of your boundaries or jurisdiction and you
must rely on the decisions of others to protect your
sources. If you have an open relationship with your
neighbors and they are willing to direct projects
away from your water sources, then this is a form of
SWP.
Education
How many of you or your system operators
go to the local career day at your children’s schools?
How about offering tours of your water plant? You
may not think about it, but by talking about what you
do and where you do it, this offers the opportunity to
talk about protecting drinking water. Education of
school students and adults alike is SWP.
Coordination with local emergency responders
Many of you and/or your employees may
also be volunteer firefighters. These individuals
offer a direct connection to SWP when responding to
an accident upstream of your intake or close to your
well. By knowing the locations of your drinking
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water intakes, these first responders will take extra
precautions when trying to put that fire or clean up
that accident. If these people are aware of your
intake locations and act accordingly, that is SWP.
Getting involved with local watershed groups.
How many of you are also members of a
local watershed group or conservancy? By actively
participating in such groups, it is common to have
cleanup or restoration projects be a primary type
of activity. While at meetings of these groups, by
mentioning the location of your intake(s) and the
opportunity to not only cleanup the environment in
general, but also assist a public water supplier, is a
form of SWP.

So, think about your decisions and your
drinking water system. Have you been doing
anything that is SWP? Have you been doing a lot
of things? If you have, then congratulations! Now,
the next step is to tell PRWA. We can help you
formalize your efforts and allow your work in SWP
to become official in the eyes of the Commonwealth.
By doing so, it allows us to use your work as an
example for other new systems in the SWP Program,
and it also helps you when going for future grants to
help enhance your drinking water sources and source
areas. Don’t be afraid to gloat; tell everyone about
Source Water Protection!

Now, these are just a few examples of how
SWP is part of your everyday life. The point is that
even though PRWA offers services to assist systems
through the steps of creating a formal SWP Program
and Plan, you don’t have to go that far to do it. The
only difference between you and a “DEP Approved”
system is that they have it formally documented.
WWW.PRWA.COM
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Featured
Wastewater
System:
Fox township sewer
The Fox Township Sewer Authority owns
and operates a 0.400-MGD wastewater treatment
plant located in Fox Township, Elk County. The
facility serves approximately 840 customers in
Fox Township, including the Villages of Kersey
and Dagus Mines, as well as the heavily developed
corridors along SR 948 and SR 0255. The collection
and conveyance system includes approximately 20
miles of sanitary sewer lines and 11 sewage pumping
stations. The treatment facility, which receives
flow from residential, commercial and industrial
customers, discharges to a tributary of Daguschonda
Run. The plant is located on Gahr Road, just west of
the Village of Kersey. During 2007, the flows to the
Authority’s treatment plant averaged approximately
0.220 MGD.
Public sanitary sewer service dates back
to 1982 when the Fox Township Sewer Authority
constructed the original aerated lagoon wastewater
treatment plant and a sanitary sewer system serving
the Village of Kersey. In 1987, an additional lagoon
was constructed to provide the Authority with
treatment capacity of 0.150 MGD average daily
flow. In 1997, the proactive and supportive Fox
Township Board of Supervisors initiated an Act 537
Plan Update to assess the treatment and conveyance
facilities, as well as to evaluate the extension of
public sewers to include the heavily developed
areas of Robin Road, Cherry Road, and the Million
Dollar Highway (SR 0255). The primary focus of
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the planning effort was to address malfunctioning
on-lot systems and ultimately to protect the
Township’s environment. Sanitary surveys and soils
investigations conducted by the Township indicated
that the potential malfunction rate was as high as
97%. In addition, the existing wastewater treatment
facility was operating at approximately 80 to 85% of
the permitted hydraulic capacity and there had been
periodic effluent violations caused by seasonal algal
blooms.
Following a thorough planning effort,
the Township approved the Act 537 Plan which
recommended expanding the Authority’s customer
service area to anticipated growth areas along the
Million Dollar Highway and upgrading from the
lagoon system to a new 0.400-MGD oxidation ditch
wastewater treatment system. The close coordination
between the Supervisors and the Authority allowed
the Project to move into construction in late 2002,
with construction completed in April of 2004. The
$5.7 M construction project was designed and
engineered by Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
and funded by a combination of tap fees, Township
contribution, and a PENNVEST loan.
The upgraded wastewater treatment plant is
designed with a hydraulic capacity of 0.400 MGD
and an organic design loading of 670 pounds per day.
The plant includes a comminutor, submersible raw
sewage pump station, influent flow meter, oxidation
ditch, final clarifiers, return activated sludge
pumping system, chlorine disinfection system and
chlorine contact tank, effluent flow meter, aerated
sludge holding tank, and belt filter press equipment.
The oxidation ditch system consists of three trains
employing two 15-HP US Filter Orbal® disc aerators
in the outer train and a total of four Orbal® 7.5-HP
disc aerators in the two inner trains. The oxidation
ditch biological process was selected for several
reasons. Oxidation ditch technology provides
greater operational flexibility and reliability during
high flow periods as well as being less susceptible
to biological disruption caused by shock loads
of industrial wastewater. In addition, with minor
modifications, the ditch could easily be upgraded to
incorporate biological nutrient removal capabilities.
The Authority decommissioned the existing
aerated lagoon system following successful startup and operation of the new facility. In 2006, the
Keystone Tap - Summer 2008

Authority demolished the lagoon system, which
consisted of dredging and dewatering the sludge
solids remaining in the lagoons and then leveling the
lagoon embankments. The Authority utilized staff
and Township assistance to complete the work as a
cost conscience feature.
The Fox Township Sewer Authority has seen
a significant increase in customers, (approximately
260 EDU’s in the last 4 years) that would not have
been possible without the increased plant capacity.
Equally important, the plant upgrade has provided
significant improvement to effluent quality, as well
as allowing for improved operational efficiency
and improved solids handling. To the credit of
the operational staff, Chad Shields and Shawn
Zimmerman, the new facility has consistently
produced an effluent quality concentration (mg/
l) in the single digits for BOD, TSS and ammonia
nitrogen and is nicely poised to meet potentially
more stringent effluent limits.
Fox Township Sewer Authority Members
Russ Braun – Chairman
Jerry Zimmerman – Vice-Chairman
Rudy Pollino – Treasurer
Rob Singer – Secretary
Cheryl Ruffner – Board Member
Joe Benini – Board Member
Carole Harshbarger – Board Member
Staff and Support Members
Chad Shields – Plant Superintendent
Shawn Zimmerman – Assistant Operator
Juli Schlimm – Authority Clerk
Solicitor: James H. DeVittorio
Engineer: Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc. (HRG),
State College, PA

.
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PRWA is celebrating its 20th Am1iversary! Over the next year. we willrerognize all ofourfounding
PRWA System Members in the Keystone Tap. We are grateful to the members below who have been with
PRWA since the very beginning and helped us to berome (Ill ever improving association. Thank You!

*

Edgeworth Borough Municipal Authority
Join Date: June 1988

Edgeworth Water is located il Allegheny County, PA. Established in 1956, Edgeworlh Water provides water service to approxinately 2,300
customers In Edgewor1h Borough, Leetsdae Borough, LBel Towns~p. and Bel Acres Borough. Many thanks to PffWA lor yoor editions of the
Keystone Tap Magazine.

"'1:l:

Emporium Water Company
Join Da te: May 1988

The Emporit.m Water Company was inootpOmted in 1886. The system curren:ty supplies water to 1,560 custornetS in !he EmpoOOin Borough and
surrw:'lding ansa in Cameron County. Since lhe construction of a new titration plant in 1996, Empo00m Waler Company has conslstendy been able
to meet the high water quafity standards ol today. Thanl<s to PRWA lor their continuing education program and tecmlcal assistance.

*

Ligonier Township Municipal Authority
Join Date: J une 1988

Llgooier Township ~Mliclpal Authority Is located illlgoner, PA (Westmoreland County). Their Boanl President is Glen Ka1p and their System
Manger & Boanl Seaelaly is Paul Knupp. They provide water & sewer service to approximately 2,922 residents.

* McClure
Municipal Authority
Join Date: J une 1988
The McClure Munl~ Authority is located in McClure, PA (Snyder Co\.llty). They piO'Iide water & sewer servioe to approximately 1,040 residerlts.
Bil White Is their Operator and Nancy Duff Is !he Board Secretary.

*

Turbotville Borou gh
J oin Date: May 1988

The Borough of Tl.fbotvllle Water ~Mllclpal Autllority, located In the central Susquellanna V8.1ey, Nathurnbelland County, services approxlmalely
750 residerlls at present and M l be increasing Yrith the addition of Wellington Estates Development (12 single dweling homes) in the borough this
ye,at. The Board Plesidenlls C. James Yost and the Boanl Secretary Is Jeanne Stwel)'.
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CHEMICAL METERINii PUMP§
• , . . , . . W.CO.Itle• In e x c - or 5,000 ~;

pump
tdwmlca& that al'f'-g~Y (IHJdlum
hflpoch/orltBJ wltlwxlt binding.

• !iut:tl,.., 11ft to i!O l'eet; IJJIIX.
hum 15 gph to 300 gph.

~

• Oefl" . .fiJfl ,.,_.d ,._. .odlunt hflpodtlorlte.
See . neptunei. CDIJJ fur video.
• Kgnar heed ,... ac:ldll; P1IC .. 311i!!iS ...........,._

• 0.01 to i!D gph.
• 600: 1 tunldown.

• AII.Ju•table 10: 1 turndotHJ by
mlc.......-r dial; 1111rlabla
.,eed option a iiDw•
illfflt-b!d flow c:antrol.

• Manual, pul. . or 4-i!O mA
• CINttrollnterloclc

Input~~•

and~-

• Uquld . , . . avail. In P11C,
l(ynar, and 31655.

!loarliUI 7000 Mf:chanla.l
0/aploragm Me-tering PUmp

Made

.PA

ltg,.,.,. E.IIICt.rOIJ.IC
MebWI,.,g Pump

Houston, PA
199 Johnson Road

Houston, PA 15342
8661336-0000
Fairport, NY

342 Pannel Road
Fairport, NY 14450

8001955-4310

I Meadville, PA I
11578 Cotton Road
Meadville, PA 16335
814/724-4970
800/836-5040

MOODY NOW OFFERS PORTABLE WATER STORAGE TANKS
•
•

Do you have a need for temporary water storage?
Do you need to provide water while you paint a water storage lank?

•

Do you need temporary pressurized storage for your facility or
community?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, then Moodys may have
the answer to this need . Call for more information or visit us on-line at
www.moodv-s.com.
The tank can also be combined with a well or booster pump to create a
temporary water supply.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Trading or Upgrading : A New Stra tegy
By Tracey Olexa of Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
Many wastewater
treatment
facilities
in
Pennsylvania
are
challenged
with
Chesapeake Bay Tributary
Strategy
compliance.
Pennsylvania developed
the Chesapeake Bay
Tributary Strategy to
outline
the
actions
necessary to achieve
nutrient reduction goals
set forth in the Chesapeake
2000 Agreement. In order to achieve these reduction goals,
wastewater treatment plants permitted at 400,000 gpd or
more will be required to meet 6mg/L total nitrogen and
0.8mg/L total phosphorus discharge standards, based on
design capacity (PADEP, 2007). Wastewater projects to
accommodate new development will be required to meet
more stringent “zero discharge” requirements. As a result,
many communities are faced with costly retrofits or limited
economic growth opportunity. Nutrient trading in lieu of, or
in conjunction with, a structural facility upgrade can offer a
cost effective means of achieving 2010 reduction goals.
Recent increases in construction costs coupled
with decreases in federally financing to State Revolving
Funds have made the cost of wastewater treatment projects
financially burdensome to many Pennsylvania communities.
Construction Cost Index data shows a 20% increase in
construction costs between 2003 and 2006. Escalating
oil prices continue to inflate transportation and material
prices. Further confounding this situation is the fact that the
Tributary Strategy has increased the number of wastewaterrelated construction projects in the Bay Watershed. As
a result, competition between contractors is low and
subsequent bid prices are high.
In Pennsylvania, many wastewater projects are
financed with PennVest grants and loans. In 2006, grants
accounted for the 20% of the total assistance offered
through PennVest.
In
2007, however, grant
funding dropped to only
6% of PennVest’s total
assistance. Therefore, if
facility projects are to be
in service by 2010, the
majority of the financing
will likely occur through
loans rather than grants.
In many communities
the debt on these loans
will be shouldered by
residents as increased
user rates. Unfortunately,
few communities have

considered options available through nutrient trading. In
order to promote trading in the Commonwealth, PennVest
applications now require an economic analysis of nutrient
trading alternatives versus structural facility upgrades.
One motivation for nutrient trading is to decrease
nonpoint source pollution by increasing best management
practice (BMP) implementation. Nutrient trading allows
farmers or foresters that implement BMPs to sell the annual
mass load reductions to NPDES permit holders. In 2000,
the DEP estimated that agriculture accounted for 59% of the
phosphorus and 50% of the nitrogen loading to the Bay. In
comparison, point sources accounted for 19% and 11% of
the nitrogen and phosphorous loading, respectively (PADEP,
2002). Therefore, the margin for improvement in agriculture
is great. However it should be noted that, nonpoint source
to point source nutrient trading is only one type of nutrient
trading; other types of trading included point source to point
source and point source to nonpoint source.
When is buying credits more cost effective than a
structural upgrade?
Construction cost data complied from treatment
plant upgrade projects in central Pennsylvania indicated
an average upgrade cost of $7.50/GPD with a standard
deviation of $5.00/GPD. From this data it is evident that
upgrade costs are highly project dependent and site specific.
Notable cost influencing factors include: life expectancy of
existing equipment, conduciveness of plant configuration to
upgrades, and degree of nutrient reduction required. While
site specificity is noted, a few generalizations regarding the
cost effectiveness of trading can be made.
Nutrient trading alternatives are often cost effective,
long-term solutions for small communities with limited
growth expectations. Construction upgrade costs per
EDU often lead to disproportionately greater rate hikes
in small communities relative to their larger neighbors.
From a speculative standpoint, trading may be a
good short-term solution given current economic
and bid pricing trends. In areas where construction
work is steady and bid prices are expected to be high,
nutrient trading could be used until more competitive
environment resumes.
Participating in nutrient trading as a means to delay plant
upgrades is also a good short-term strategy for plants
with aging (but not failing) infrastructure. If equipment
life-expectancy is expected to extend beyond 2010,
nutrient reduction credits could be purchased until a full
upgrade is warranted. Plants that are poorly configured
for nutrient removal upgrades should consider nutrient
trading based upon similar reasoning.
· The amount of reserve capacity a plant has is another
factor to consider when evaluating nutrient trading.
Treatment plants with significant reserve capacity can
often implement nutrient removal technologies at a
relatively low cost. This does, however, require the
plant to forfeit some reserve capacity. A community
anticipating significant growth can elect to implement the

·
·

·

for Meeting 2010 Compliance Standards
nutrient removal technology now then purchase credits
as growth occurs. This strategy can have the effect of
deferring nutrient upgrade costs to new development.
Alternatively, if the plant is close to meeting cap loads
but wishes to maintain reserve capacity to support
economic growth, trading may be economical.
How are credits generated?
Of course, in order for an economic analysis to be
complete, factors influencing the cost of a nonpoint-source
nutrient credit must be considered. Similar to point source
reductions, non-point source reduction costs are situation
and site specific. A multitude of BMPs, including riparian
buffers, cover crops, barnyard runoff control, and advanced
nutrient management practices, have been evaluated with
the Chesapeake Bay Model to determine nutrient reduction
efficiencies. The DEP considers these efficiencies when
quantifying nutrient credits for trade. Once credits have
been quantified, three reduction ratios are applied to that
quantity:

·
·
·

an edge of segment ratio which accounts for plant
uptake, volatilization and immobilization losses before
the nutrient reaches a stream or river,
a delivery ratio which accounts for travel losses in water,
and
and a reserve ratio (typically 10%) to provide insurance
against poor BMP performance or uncontrollable
failures.

To demonstrate the impact of these ratios, the same
project on a farm adjacent to a stream bank and close to the
mouth of the Bay will generate more credits per BMP than
on a landlocked farm in Pennsylvania’s northern tier.
How are credits purchased?
A wastewater plant wishing to engage in nonpoint
source nutrient credit trading can either partner with a farm
or forestry operation to implement a BMP or enter into a
contract with an aggregator that already has DEP-certified
nutrient credits. Partnering with a local land owner is an
attractive option as it supports the local economy and
helps to maintain the landscape of a community. The 2008
unveiling of the Resource Enhancement and Protection
Program (REAP) offers an added benefit to partnering with
a farm. Through REAP, anyone who finances a BMP can
earn tax credits to defer the cost of implementation.
Once a partnership is formed, a proposal quantifying
nutrient credit generation based upon conservative agronomic
assumptions and required reduction ratios is submitted to
the DEP. If the proposal is acceptable, the DEP will certify
the credits. After the credits are “certified”, the trade must
be “registered”. The farmer/forester and the NPDES permit
holder must enter into a contract stating the obligations of
the credit generator and the time frame of the contract with
respect to annual mass loadings. This contract is submitted
to the DEP to register the trade.

An alternative to developing a relationship with
a local farm or forestry operation is to purchase precertified credits from an aggregator. Aggregators work with
many land owners to generate and sell credits at market
rates. Some county conservation districts act as nutrient
credit aggregators. In 2006, Governor Rendell provided a
selected group of county conservation districts with $1.8M
in funding to promote BMP implementation and foster
nutrient credit trading (PA Governor’s Office, 2006). In
Lancaster County this funding helped initiate the first trade
between a municipal treatment plant and a farm operation.
In Chester and Dauphin Counties the funding is aimed at
credit certification efforts. Bedford, Cambria, Cumberland,
Lebanon, Mifflin, Potter, Somerset, and Union Counties have
established revolving funds whereby money withdrawn to
install a BMP is replenished by proceeds from credit sales.
To facilitate nutrient credit trading between
generators and buyers, the DEP developed Nutrient-Net
(http://pa.nutrientnet.org). Nutrient-Net is an online market
place where credits either for sale or wanted are posted.
When visiting the online marketplace there are a few
important things to keep in mind. Nutrient credits must
be generated and applied within the same river watershed
(i.e. Susquehanna or Potomac) and for the same nutrient.
Fortunately, Nutrient-Net allows users to search the credit
market by watershed and nutrient. At the time of this writing
the average posted price of nitrogen was $7.00 per pound.
Nutrient credit trading can be an attractive alternative
to wastewater treatment facility upgrades. Depending on the
situation, nutrient credits can be used to supplement, replace,
or delay a structural project. By involving agriculture and
forestry operations, Pennsylvania can achieve Tributary
Strategy goals while maintaining its agricultural heritage
and rural landscape.
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection. 2002. Pennsylvania’s Chesapeake Bay Nutrient
Reduction Strategy. 3900-BK-DEP1656. Harrisburg, PA
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection. 2007. Pennsylvania’s Chesapeake Bay Tributary
Strategy Implementation Plan for NPDES Permitting.
Chesapeake Bay Program, April 24, 2007.
(http://www.depweb.state.pa.us/chesapeake/cwp/
view.asp?a=3&Q=442886)
Governor’s
PA
Office of Press and
Communications. 2006.
Governor Rendell invests
$1.8 Million to improve
water quality in PA. April
12, 2006.
( w w w. s t a t e .
pa.us/papower/cwp/
v i e w. a s p ? A = 11 &
Q=451671&pp=3)

Thank
You
Letters

Salute
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Staff
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WATER SERVICE,

AN

INC.

EMPLOYEE OWNED COMPANY
WITH

7 LOCATIONS

TO SERVE YOU

For over 35 years, UB Water
Service has been providing quality Visit our website for contact information
water and wastewater solutions
www.lbh2o.com
and services to our customers.
During this time, we have
grown from one location in
" STONEBORo, A
Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania to six
I
locations serving customers in
" SELINSGRovE. A
Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Delaware.
" EBENSBURG, PA
We maintain a large inventory,
1
and a fleet of delivery vehicles,
I
" ErHRATA, PA
ensuring that we can provide the
products and services you need,
when you need them.
Contact us at any of our
locations. We look forward to the
opportunity to serve you.
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PADEP Certified & NELAC
Accredited LaboratonJ
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• Home & Well Water Testing
• Private & Public Swimming
Pool Testin g
• Waste Water Analysis
• Solid Waste a nalysis
• Municipal ~lk..Water
Quality Testing
Dairy Microbiological Analysisl

ACIL

__

,
~rural water

M.J. Reider Associates, Inc.

Call or Visit Our Office
107 Angelica Street
Reading, PA 19611
Phone: 610-374-5129
Fax: 61()..374-7234
www.mjreider.com
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OPERATING
GREEN SAND
FILTERS
IN THE
CONTINUOUS
REGENERATION
MODE
by John R. Fite
Red Rocks Job Corps Center
While operating green sand filters over
the years we have noticed that certain patterns
exist pertaining to test results and observations
of both our filter influent and effluent. These
are due to changes in the permanganate
feed rates to the filters. While these patterns
may not hold true for all facilities, they have
given us a number of indicators that we use
to determine if our filters are operating at
optimum levels. Our system is at the Red
Rock Job Corps Center near Lopez, Pa. We
draw our water from one 600 ft. deep well
and have three tri-media filters using a top
layer of anthracite followed by greensand and
then silica sand these were manufactured by
Wagner Fluid Systems. Each one is 4’ 6” in
Diameter with a maximum capacity of 3gpm
per square ft. of filter surface giving us a
capacity of 47 gpm per filter. When the filters
were originally installed we were drawing from
three wells and using a little over half of our
total filter capacity. Since then, we have had
to cap and seal two of the wells due to their
close proximity to a new dormitory that was
52

built. We will soon be drilling another 600ft.
well with the hope of producing over 100gpm
from the new source. Our present well is
producing between 35- 40gpm due to pump
sizing but has a capacity of 125gpm. The raw
water generally contains about .2ppm iron
and .2ppm of manganese. Over the years we
have handled levels both above and below our
present levels, normally maintaining above
90% removal efficiencies. We don’t use prechlorination in our process but do use caustic
soda for PH adjustment since the oxidation
process is PH dependant. This is followed by
the potassium permanganate. The indicators
we use are:
1. Raw and finished iron and manganese test
results
2. Treatment removal efficiency calculations
3. Turbidity readings
4. Filter influent color
5. Well output readings
When you are looking for optimum
dose using your iron and manganese results,
you will find that as your permanganate
dose comes up your finished water iron and
manganese will consistently drop. As you
head past optimum toward an overfeed the
iron reading will flatten out and the manganese
reading will start to rise. If this continues
the iron will start to rise as well because the
excess permanganate is tying up the filter
1-800-653-PRWA

bed instead of keeping it in a state of constant
regeneration. The excess permanganate will
also make your manganese reading artificially
high. If you decrease your feed rate at this
point you should see a sharp drop in your
manganese reading by the next day. A severe
overfeed will actually turn your filter effluent
pink. If your system is anything like ours you
never know when an emergency will pop up
so instead of shutting the permanganate down
for a couple of hours to use up the excess,
backwash the filters to remove the excess
permanganate from the filter bed. Next run the
filter to waste while adjusting the feed rate to
obtain a yellowish color at the filter inlet. This
should be enough of an underfeed to use up
any excess still in the bed. After a couple of
hours of filter operation increase your dose
until the water at the filter inlet is an orangish
color and fine tune with your tests from there.
The normal rule of thumb for setting your
permanganate dose is approximately: 1
PPM of permanganate for each PPM of iron
and 2 PPM of permanganate for each PPM
of manganese. Our normal dosage is a little
below this at approximately .5 PPM with
.2PPM of iron and .2PPM of manganese.
Ultimately your test results will be the deciding
factor of your permanganate dose.
You can also gauge optimum dose by
calculating your filter removal efficiencies.
This is done by taking your raw water iron
or manganese reading and subtracting your
finished water reading from it. You then divide
the result by the initial raw water reading this
leaves you with a decimal. If you multiply this
by 100 it will give you a percentage in whole
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numbers. Depending on the dose our removal
percentages usually range between 90 to
96%.
When using the turbidity as one of
our indicators what we usually do is take a
sample, measure and record it. After 24hrs.
we re-measure the sample and compare the
results.
In an underfeed condition if the original
result was .08 the 24hr. result will be .09-.10.
As the dose gets closer to optimum your 24hr.
reading will stabilize. Next you will hit a stage
where the turbidity drops .01 after 24hrs.
This will be coupled with a drop in your initial
reading as well. If you go past this point you
are heading for an overfeed which will then
cause your initial and 24hr. readings to rise.
Depending on the severity of the overfeed
you may even experience a rise in the reading
while the sample is still in the turbidimeter due
to heat from the unit. Using this system our
turbidities normally range between .03-.06.
You can also use your well output
readings as an indicator. When you are
advancing from an underfeed towards
optimum dosage your well output will
generally decrease slightly. Possibly as much
as 1-2gpm on a well that is producing 50gpm.
At this same point you should see your initial
and 24hr. turbidity readings drop. As you
hit optimum dose you will then see a slight
increase in well production. At this point the
filter literature usually recommends that the
filter influent should have a slightly pink color
to it. We have had the best removals just shy
of this point when the influent color is between
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by Joel Jordan
Source Water Program Manager
Source Water Specialist
jjordan@prwa.com

Consider the Source... and its History
It was GREAT seeing many of you at
the PRWA Conference back at the beginning of
April. Our biggest yet. If you didn’t make it in
2008, mark your calendars for March 31-April
3, 2009!
I was recently working with a community
that has undergone significant growth and land
use changes over the last 50 years. We found
it very useful to view old maps showing old
factory sites, railroad tracks, etc., in the source
water protection area. Often, you can find these
maps at the local municipal offices, historical
societies or county offices. Pennsylvania also
has many sites with digitized historic maps.
Viewing these maps and aerial photos can both
give you a sense of the historical use of an area
and give you a sense of how land use can change
over time. You may not consider how the open
field in your SWP area could be a Keystone
Industrial Zone 20 years from now.
Websites and Books with
Historic maps and Aerial Photographs
For a wide selection of 16th-20th Century
Pennsylvania maps, visit: www.mapsofpa.com
1898
RAILROAD
MAP
OF
PENNSYLVANIA, published by The Bureau of
Railways of the Department of Internal Affairs
of Pennsylvania, Drawn and Compiled by J.
Sutton Wall, Chief Draughtsman.
To view interesting historical maps of the
Pittsburgh area, visit: digital.library.pitt.edu/
maps
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This Library of Congress site offers Civil
War, railroad, and World War II Maps: memory.
loc.gov
View a historical topographic map of
your hometown or county at this site: historical.
maptech.com/townlist.cfm?stateabr=PA
Another great resource is historic aerial
photographs. Pennsylvania started aerial photos
in 1937. The DCNR – Geologic Survey has
started the process of scanning historic aerial
photos and posting them on their website
utilizing an interactive website entitled Penn
Pilot. You can download the photos and print
them out on your own computer.
Currently, photos from 1937-1942 and
1967-1971 are online: www.dcnr.state.pa.us/
topogeo
Current color aerial photos from 2003 to
2008 can be found on: www.dcnr.state.pa.us/
topogeo/pamap
All of these photos are free and show a
fair amount of detail. The file size is large, so
plan to take some time for download if you don’t
have a high-speed connection.
I will continue to bring you these valuable
free and low cost resources as I find them.
Until next time…
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OPERATING GREEN SAND FILTERS
CONTINUED
a light orange and peach color this occurs just
after the underfeed stage where the influent is
a yellowish color.
Although the literature I’ve read states
that greensand filters operate best with a
PH around 7.8, other factors tie into this as
well. If your system has corrosion control like
ours does, you need to take into account that
most phosphates work best in a PH range of
7.2-7.8. Factor into this also that formation
of trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids is
highest at a PH above 7.3 and you have quite
a balancing act. Two things that can help are
to keep your PH between 7.2-7.4 and inject
your permanganate as close to your raw
water source as possible. While 5 minutes
or more of contact time would be ideal this
is not always possible. A case in point would
be our facility. While our well is approximately
400ft. from the filters our injection point for the
caustic soda and permanganate is only about
100ft. upstream giving us a contact time of
approximately 2 minutes. At our old treatment
plant we only had approximately a 30 second
contact time but still had good removal. The
main thing is to inject whichever chemical you
use for PH adjustment first, followed by the
permanganate as far upstream of the filters as
is feasible. This will aid in the oxidation of any
organics as well as the iron and manganese.
This will also allow the filters to remove these
constituents more efficiently. This in turn will
help to keep the formation of trihalomethanes
and haloacetic acids down during post
chlorination.
It has been proven that silica sand
used in place of green sand will form an
oxide coating from the permanganate and
give good iron and manganese removal.
Although this is true, most operators will find
that the greensand is a lot less touchy in
getting the exact permanganate dose right.
The greensand will actually give a buffering
WWW.PRWA.COM

capacity during slight underfeed and overfeed
conditions. So even though the silica sand is
much less expensive it is not necessarily the
best media to use when replacing your filter
media. The extra cost of the greensand is well
worth it in the long run.
With our present application rate to
the filters we can normally go almost two
weeks between filter backwashes. To get a
good backwash on the filters you normally
want to expand the filter bed 35-40% during
backwash. (this varies depending on whose
literature you read.) For our filters this is
235GPM using 1,300- 1,400 Gal. per filter
followed by a 5 minute re-wash to waste to
remove any remaining impurities that may
exist in the filter effluent.
If the head pressure on your filters
climbs too high you can crush the greensand
media. The resulting media fines will shorten
your filter runs by prematurely plugging the top
of the filter bed. If this occurs the filter can be
backwashed bringing the fines to the top of the
bed where they will need to be removed. This
should alleviate the problem. The greensand
manufacturers maximum recommended head
pressure is 10PSI over static pressure which
is read with the source pump off.
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Corey and Bobby were at the same place
they always were at 8 a.m. every morning, busting
on each other. Corey asks Bobby if it is true what he
heard, that Bobby has at least six lady fiends on the
string at once. At the same time Bobby asks Corey
(BIG DADDY) if he needs any help getting a job at
the local Wal-Mart as the new greeter.
As the two of them took turns throwing
insults at each other, a third party walked in.
“What in tarnation are you two doing?” It
was Art. “You know Weatherly can't afford to pay
both of you for sitting around. Come on, let’s go.
We have a leak to repair on a service line up town
and we need Bobby to tell us how to do the work
and we need Corey to stand around and do nothing
while I do all the work!” So, off they went to repair
the leak. Long about an hour later as the work was
progressing slowly as usual, a strange noise was
heard by all on the job sight.
“It sounds like a garbage truck that is
emptying a dumpster,” said Corey.
“No, it sounds like a train wreck,” said Art.
Just then at the end of the street, they saw the green
and white Jeepster bust through the Road Closed
sign! The Jeepster came to a screaming halt about
two feet short of going into the ditch. With eyes and
mouth wide open the Weatherly crew stood there
in sheer amazement. Could it be true that someone
was just as crazy as they were?
The drivers’ door suddenly falls off and out
steps Scratchie. The opposite side opens and out
steps Itchiee with a huge wad of chaw in his mouth.
“This muss be the place,” says Itchiee.
Scratchie looks at Bobby and the boys
and says, “Shucks don't fret nun about the door.
Happens all the time. I'll fix it later,” as he picks it
up and throws it in the back of the Jeepster.
“Who and what are you, and what gives you
the right to drive like an idiot in this work zone?”
asks Art.
Our two heroes look at each other a second
then look back, and with a bewildered expression,
both shout at the same time, "COREY!!! We was
at this dadd burnd place called Wal-Mart. We was
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look'n fur sum stuff ta fix a flat tar. We ask thus
feller named Corey wheres ta find this stuff. He
was real nice feller, he said, ‘Welcome ta WalMart!’ We’ ens told him we was in the area lookin’
fur that there feller Chris Shutt. He’s sapose ta give
us some learnin with that thar leak finder thing. And
he’s sapose ta be in thus place called Weatherfly er
weatherby er Weathertree. This nice feller called
Corey saya it be WEATHERLY, the name we was
lookin’ fur. He says we could find Chris hear ta
day!”
Itchiee spit a half gallon of chaw juice then
wiped his mouth with his sleeve and says, “So
where’s Chris ‘cause we’s here fur ar learnin’.”
“He is not here,” says Bobby, “we found the leak on
our own so we called and told him not to show up
today.”
“Ohhhh Noooo!,” says Scratchie. “Now
we’ ins muss go find him again. That thar HOOD
fella says we can get some learnin’ and we’ ins can’t
seems to catch up to him.”
Then Itchiee looks at Art in the backhoe and
asked, “What is that thar thing yuns is sittin’ in?”
Art says, “It’s a machine to dig holes with and move
dirt around.”
“WOW! No more pick and shovel! Wait till
the Squire heard of thus!” hollers Scratchie.
Bobby, Corey, and Art looked at each other
and shake their heads. Itchiee adds, “I heard that
Corey can’t make that thar machine work and he
rips and tars evreythin’ up in and out that hole.”
At that, they all split a side laughing. When they
turned back to Itchiee and Scratchie, they were
gone, no Jeepster no nothing, gone without a sound!
It is a known fact that “Strange things happen in
Coon Hollow!”
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This is a photo of a landmark
from a location somewhere
in Pennsylvania. Do you know
where? If you think that you have
an idea where this scene is
located, you may FAX or
E-mail your answer to the
PRWA office. A winner is
chosen from a drawing of the
correct submissions. We will
announce the location answer and
the winner of this contest in the
next issue of the Keystone Tap.

FAX us at (814) 353-9341 or E-mail us at prwa@prwa.com.
WWW.PRWA.COM
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Abel Recon
Accent Control Systems
Accounts Recovery Bureau, Inc.
Advance Instruments Inc
All State Tank Manufacturing
Allmax Software, Inc.
American Avk Company
American Flow Control
Anderson Technical Services
Applied Micro Systems
Aqua Dynamic Systems, Inc.
Aqua Treatment Service, Inc.
Arm Group, Inc.
Ashbrook Simon-Hartley, LLC
ASKCA, Inc.
Atlantic States Cast Iron Pipe Company
Badger Meter Inc
Baker Manufacturing Co./Monitor Division
Bankson Engineers
Basic Chemical Solutions
Bassett Engineering Inc
BCM Engineers
Benatec Associates, Inc.
Benchmark Analytics, Inc.
Benesch, Alfred & Company
Bermad Control Valves
Bissnuss, Inc
Borton-Lawson
Browns Hill Sand & Glass Block
Buchart-Horn Inc.
C W Sales Corp.
Central Painting & Sandblasting, Inc.
CET Engineering Services
Chlorinators Incorporated
CIM Eastern, Inc.
CMI
CMX
Conrady Consultants, Division of Utility Service
Control Microsystems, Inc.
Control Systems 21
Controls Link, Inc.
Coyne, Chemical Env’t Svcs
CWM Environmental
Dakota Engineering Associates, Inc.
Daman Superior, LLC
DAS Group
Datamatic, Ltd.
Delta Engineering Sales
Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP
Ditch Witch of Ohio, W. PA, W. NY
Dresser Piping Specialties
Duke’s Root Control, Inc.
Dutchland, Inc
E H Wachs Company
EADS Group, The
EAP Industries, Inc.
Earth Science Laboratories
East Jordan Iron Works
Eastcom Associates, Inc.
Edward C. Smyers Co, Inc.
EGLS / Learco
Eichelbergers, Inc.
Emerson Process Management
Emerson Process Mgmt Remote Automation
Solutions
Entech Engineering, Inc.
Envirep, Inc
Environmental Service Labs Inc
ES2, Inc.
Excelsior Blower Systems
Exeter Supply Co
Fairway Laboratories, Inc
Farnham & Associates Inc
Fayette Engineering Co., Inc.
Ferguson Waterworks, Inc
Firststates Financial Services
Flo Trend Systems
Flow Media Inc
Fluid Conservation Systems
Ford Meter Box Company, Inc.
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Fox, W.D. Tapping and Welding, Inc
Foxcroft Equipment & Service Co, Inc
G A Industries
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Geiger Equipment Group
George R. Coulter
GeoServices, Ltd.
Geosource Engineers
Gibson Thomas Engineering
Gilmore & Associates, Inc.
Glace Associates Inc
Godwin Pumps
Graphic Revolutions, LLC
Greensburg Environmental Contracting
Systems, Inc.
Griffin Pipe Products Co.
Gwin, Dobson and Foreman, Inc.
H2O Resources, Inc.
Hach Company
Hanover Engineering Assoc Inc
Hawk Creek/AquaPhoenix Scientific, Inc.
Hawke, McKeon & Sniscak LLP
HD Supply Waterworks
Heath Consultants Incorporated
Henkel Corporation
Herbert, Rowland & Grubic, Inc.
Hill, Wm. F. & Associates, Inc.
Hydro Instruments
ICEA Solutions
Industrial Pump & Motor Repair, Inc.
Industrial Scientific Corp
ITT Flygt Corporation
James M. Cox Company
JCM Industries
Kappe Associates, Inc
Keller America Inc
Keller Engineers, Inc.
Kershner Environmental Technologies LLC
Keystone Pump & Power, LLC
Kimball & Associates, L. Robert
Kirkpatrick & Lockhart, Preston Gates Ellis LLP
Kleinfelder
KLH Engineers, Inc.
KPI Technology
KTM Associates
KV & M&H Valve Co
L/B Water Service Inc
Larson Design Group, Inc.
Layne Christensen Company
Lee Supply Co, Inc
Lee-Simpson Associates, Inc.
Linemen’s Supply, Inc
LRM, Inc.
M & T Bank
M&T Bank
M.S. Jacobs & Associates
Mahaffey Laboratory
Main Pool & Chemical Inc.
Markey Utility Operations, Inc.
Maryland Biochemical, Inc
Master Meter, Inc.
McDonald, A.Y. Mfg. Co., Inc.
McElvenny, J.P. Co., Inc..
McKee Risk Management, Inc.
MDG Equipment Co., Inc.
Metering Solutions, Inc
Metron Farnier
Microbac Laboratories, Inc.
Mid Atlantic Pump And Equipment Company
Mid Atlantic Storage Syst, Inc.
Mid Penn Engineering Corp.
Miller Environmental
Modern Industries, Inc.
Modern Pump & Equipment
Moody & Assoc Inc
Morris Knowles & Associates, Inc.
Morrow, Charles & Associates
Mr. Rehab, Inc.
Mueller Co.
Musser Sewer & Septic, LLC
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Natgun Corporation
National Road Utility Supply, Inc.
Neptune Chemical Pump Company
Neptune Technology Group - West & Central, PA
Neptune Techology Group - East
Nichols & Slagle Engineering, Inc.
North East Aquastore, Inc.
Northeastern Environmental Laboratories
O’Brien & Gere
O’Brien & Gere
P.J. Brindle General Contracting
Pa Water Specialties
Parker Brothers Well Drilling, Inc.
Penn Prime
Philadelphia Mixing Solutions
Pipe-Eye Sewer Services, Inc
Place, John P. Inc.
PLGIT
Pollardwater.com
Pow-r Mole Sales & Service
Premier Safety & Service, Inc.
Pro Tapping, Inc
Pyrz Water Supply Co., Inc.
Quad3 Group, Inc
RAK Associates
Rausch Electronics USA, LLC
Reed Manufacturing Co
Reider, M. J. Assoc, Inc.
RE-Ox, LLC
Rettew Associates Inc
Rio Supply, Inc. of PA
Riordan Materials Corporation
Robotic Observation Ventures
Rockacy and Associates, Inc
Romac Industries
Roome Environmental
Rummel, Klepper & Kahl LLP
Sal Chemical Co., Inc
Schonstedt Instrument Co.
Schreiter Engineering Assoc
Seewald Labs, Inc.
Senate Engineering Co
Sensus Metering Systems
Severn Trent Services
Shannon Chemical Corp
Site Specific Design, Inc.
Southern Corrosion, Inc
Spotts, Stevens And McCoy
Squibb-Owen Sales, Inc.
Steckbeck Engineering & Surveying, Inc.
Stiffler, McGraw & Assoc, Inc
Suburban Water Technology, Inc.
Suburban Water Testing Labs
Susquehanna Fire Equipment Co
Taptich Engineering & Surveying, Inc.
Teledyne Isco
The Gateway Engineers, Inc.
Therma-Stor, LLC
Thomas Scientific
Thomas, Thomas, Armstrong & Niesen
TLC Environmental, Inc
Trombold Equipment Company
Trumbull Industries
U S Pipe Valve & Hydrant Division
Uni-Tec Consulting Engineers Inc
United Rentals Pump Power HVAC
Univar Usa Inc.
Univar Usa, Inc. - Altoona Branch
US Municipal Supply, Inc.
USA Bluebook
Utilitronics Corporation
Utility Service Co Inc
Valve-Tech Sales, LLC
W M Wagner Sales Co Inc
Watermark Environmental Systems
Weil, W.C. Company
Wilkes University
WWTP Repair & Fabricating, Inc.
Yanora Enterprises
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·arne of water utihty/municipaluy/industry/orgnniation

Company Nome
Address

Address

City. State Zip Code

City, Stotc Zip Code

Contact Person
County
Telephone
Contact Person
Telephone

Fax
(Home)

E-\1ail Address (\Vorl<)

e-Mail Address
Website Address

Cheek ~our >)'Stem type:

a Water System

0

Wastc"atcr System

a l)ual Sy,tem (both Wnter & WU>tc" utcr)
Drinking Water

r

HofConots:Hono

1

Sewer _ _ __

Pottulation Servtd : - - - - 11 or F.mplo~«-~: - - - - - -

i\dvcrtising/Martcting Contact Person
Cheek the category you'd like to be listed under in
our I'R Wi\ Desk Reference Book:
OAccounting/Financial OComputer.s/Sollware
OConsultanL<IEngincers OIIISurancc:IRetiremcn1
OLegal Counsel
OScrviccs/Supplics

Brief i)es(:riplion of services or produc&s:

Wt "ish to j oin PRW A at a: !CI•d .,.,.I

Stostem Membl'r
Single System 0-150 ConnCCtJOI\S ($1 /9/ytor)
a Dual Syst.:nt 0-150 Connections ($17JI)'ror)
a Single System ISI-1.500 Connections (SJ8J,)<:url
a Oual System 151-1,500 Connections (UJi<) v:tcrJ
a Single S)'Stern 1.501-S.OOO Connccllons !SS471yt'OI'/
a Dual System 1.501-5.000 Connections (!657~'"''"''
a Single System 0\c:t 5,000 <.:orutcctiot!S (S"661}..,J
Dual System ()\'Cf 5,000 Connections (39/J ) WIT)

a

a

NTNC Ml'mber

a Informational Support Member (S/09 I J<:ar)
a Full Technical Support Member 1¥171 l y t..-J
S 11hscriptinfl
a Add1tional Maguines & Publications (SSIJ yeorJ

Anouol Dues Rlttc:

S328.00

Ple2SC return rhl~ applinLion w !Lh your l'")'mcnt to ouroffic..-e.

138 'Nest Bi~hop Street
lldlcfonrc, PA 16823
Phone: (814) 353-9302
l'ax: (814) 353-9341
Method gf payment;
Olnvoice Me 0 Visa
OOiscover
OAmerlcan Express

_ _ _ _ _ Amount:_ _ __
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